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ABSTRACT
The Influence o f an Intermediate Intervention Mode! on Two Teachers’
Literacy Practices
by
Margaret M. Smith
Dr. Marilyn McKinney & Dr. John Readence, Examination Committee Co-Chairs
Professors of Literacy
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The focus o f this study was to explore the changes in literacy practice that
occurred as two intermediate teachers attempted to implement an intervention model
within their literacy instruction. There were two participants in this study, Mrs. Bailey, a
fourth-grade teacher in her twelfth year o f teaching, and Mrs. Cook, a third-grade teacher
in her twenty-eighth year o f teaching. Multiple data sources including interviews,
observations, descriptive self-report items, reflective journal entries, lesson plans, and
exit slips and evaluation forms were collected. The constant comparative method (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967) was used for analyzing data. This inductive analysis allowed for initial
coding of categories followed by comparison across these categories as more data were
analyzed. This type of research used a constructive strategy which aimed at discovering
constructs or categories elicited from the behaviors o f the participants (LeCompte &
Priessle, 1993). The most important finding was that the changes were often dictated by
the existing literacy structure within each teacher’s classroom. These literacy structures

HI
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seemed to be extensions of each teacher’s overall philosophy and belief system about the
teaching of literacy and did not appear to change as a result of the Project STARS class.
The implications o f this study suggest that because teachers seemed to be highly
influenced by their existing structures, considerations be placed on how an irmovation fits
into an existing structure. This would ease the way for the participant in changing from
current practices to new practices. Also, because these existing literacy structures are
often embedded in an individual’s belief system, it is important that participants define
what beliefs they currently hold (Richardson, 1996). Without an acknowledgement and
understanding of current belief systems, long-term changes will probably not occur
(Richardson, 1996).
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Currently the research in the area of struggling readers has focused on early
intervention as an answer to the problem of how to best assist those students who are not
achieving in school (Clay, 1985, 1991. 1993; Hiebert & Taylor, 1994; Wasik & Slavin.
1993). This is a necessary and important body of research. However, one dilemma
resulting from the success of these early intervention models has been a shift away from
the practice o f supporting struggling readers after second grade. It is important to
consider the consequences of not attending to the needs of older struggling readers who
are often placed in either remedial or special education programs (Allington 1983;
Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989; Carter. 1984).
The current body o f research on remedial reading programs is not positive. The
models used are generally pull-out programs in which children must leave their regular
classroom to receive services from a reading specialist (Gelzheiser. Meyer, & Pruzek,
1992). This creates a situation in which children may feel they cannot be taught by the
regular teacher, and the teacher may feel she is incapable of teaching these children
(Walmsley & Allington, 1995). It also releases the regular classroom teacher from the
responsibility o f providing reading instruction for these children even though they are
generally out o f the room only 10% of the time (Allington & McGill-Franzen. 1989).
The instruction received by children in remedial reading programs is generally

1
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dominated by mastery o f basic skills. Many teachers and program designers believe that
this lack of basic skill mastery is the underlying problem in the child's inabilitv' to achieve
in the area of reading. The philosophy o f slow it down and make it more concrete is
often embraced in these programs (Allington, 1991). The consequence of this philosophy
is that children continue to fall farther behind their peers (Stanovich. 1986). The overall
finding of studies on remedial reading programs is that they make a minimal difference
which is generally not long lasting (Carter, 1984; Fagan & Heid, 1991; Slavin. 1987).
One alternative to remediation is a systematic, fast-paced, structured plan of
instruction (Pikulski, 1994). Within this plan, students need to have the opportunity to
apply decoding skills in the context of daily reading, leam skills that focus on a more
strategic analysis of words, receive explicit instruction on comprehension strategies, and
increase the amoimt of reading time done in the classroom (Cooper. 1997; Hiebert, 1996;
Taylor, 1996). In this way, students will be accelerated in their reading progress rather
than continue to fall behind their peer groups. Many o f these components are present in
early intervention models which generally use the structure of rereading of familiar text,
skill work, guided reading, and sentence writing (Clay, 1985; 1993). A trained or
certified reading teacher generally implements these early intervention models outside of
the regular classroom during the instructional day.
As a result of the successes of early intervention models, intermediate level
teachers (grades 3 - 5) are currently searching for models that can also assist them in the
instruction of struggling readers in their classrooms (Taylor, 1996). Because available
monies are concentrated on early intervention nationwide (Hiebert, 1996), the
implementation of intermediate intervention models will likely fall on regular classroom
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teachers and become part o f their daily literacy instruction. Therefore, it is important to
look at the overall changes that are made by teachers in their literacy practice when
implementing these models.
Changes in literacy practices are generally introduced and disseminated through
professional development for teachers. Professional development is a systematic attempt
to bring about change in classroom practices, beliefs, attitudes, and student learning
outcomes (Guskey. 1986). Further, as summarized by Loucks-Horsley and Stiegelbauer
(1991), most studies show that change is a process and not an event; change takes a long
amount o f time and cannot happen through one-shot professional development; and it is
important to consider the individual needs, development, and beliefs of each participant.
Many researchers assert that significant change is acmally made through teachers seeing
a practice really work with their students (Guskey. 1985. 1986; Mevarech, 1995; Prawat.
1992; Sparks, 1988). Therefore, if teachers try an innovation and see it positively affect
student learning, a shift in beliefs may occur and the new innovation will continue to be
used. However, if student learning seems to be unaffected, the teachers will abandon the
irmovation and there will be no shift in beliefs.
This study explored changes two teachers made in their literacy practice when
implementing an intermediate intervention model. Instruction of the teachers and
implementation o f the model within the classrooms occurred simultaneously during a
semester-long professional development course in which the participants were supported
by the instructor and other participants. This study identified the changes in their literacy
practice not only in working with struggling readers but on literacy instruction in general.
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(See Appendices A and B for a definition of terms and a review o f the literature,
respectively.)

Rationale for the Study
The research examined in the area o f intervention models has focused on early
intervention as a means to intervene and accelerate (Clay. 1985. 1991. 1993; Hiebert &
Taylor, 1994; Wasik & Slavin, 1993). A review o f the literature indicates that few
models exist which focus on intervention and acceleration for students in upper
elementary grades. One example o f a successful intermediate program was Hiebert’s
(1996) study of two third-grade teachers who used an acceleration model with their
underachieving students. The skill and strategv' instruction in this model was brief and
contextualized and the students made gains of two years in the semester-long smdy.
Project SUCCESS (Cooper, 1997), an intermediate intervention model which closely
follows the structure o f early intervention, has been shown to have effects on student
achievement amounting to 2.5 grade level gains in one semester of instruction. The
Project SUCCESS model is now being used in several sites across the United States.
Vfliile these studies looked specifically at the achievement of the students, neither
examined the practices o f the teachers.
Shanklin's (1990) ethnographic study of four Chapter I teachers who worked with
fourth through sixth graders looked at the achievement of the students as well as the
practices of the teachers. The teachers' practices were smdied and found to be consistent
with those defined as literature-based. The teachers were using a pull-out model and
their primary position was to assist small groups o f children in the area o f reading.
Though Shanklin's study did record the literacy practice of the teachers, there was no
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innovation; therefore, the question of change in literacy practice was not being
considered. No studies thus far seem to have looked at the change in literacy practice
that occurs when regular classroom teachers in the intermediate grades implement an
intervention model, particularly as it is being supported by long-term professional
development.
The focus o f this study was to explore the changes in literacy practice that
occurred as two intermediate teachers attempted to implement an intervention model
within their literacy instruction. The following research questions guided the study:
1) How do intermediate teachers change their literacy practice with regard to
struggling readers as they implement an intervention model within their classrooms?
2) What changes occur in teachers’ planning for and instruction of other students
in the classroom as a result o f the implementation of this model?
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CHAPTER 2

METHOD

Theoretical Framework
Symbolic interactionism (Blumer. 1969; Mead, 1934) was the theoretical
framework deemed most appropriate for this study because it helped to clarify and
understand the process of meaning making. From this perspective, humans are viewed
as purposive agents who engage in self-reflexive behavior and interpret the world in
order to act. As a framework, symbolic interactionism addresses practical realities
concerning human change and development and explains how the meaning and language
o f human interactions help to form and transform teachers' selves. These socially
constructed meanings are context specific and help to determine teachers' actions within
their classrooms. For this reason, teachers may respond to the same irmovations or
situations differently. Symbolic interactionism helps to identify and explain these
differences because the researcher actively enters the world o f the people being smdied.
In this way, the situations and interpretations are seen by the teacher and recorded by the
researcher (Blumer, 1969). The following assumptions are included under the symbolic
interactionism perspective and were consistent with the ideas being explored in the smdy:
(a) meaning is constructed through social interaction, (b) individuals act on the
basis of the meanings they perceive, (c) meanings change in the course of
interaction because of different perceptions held by the actors, (d) reality is not a
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prior given; it is based upon interpretations, and it is constructed, and (e) reality is
not fixed but changes according to the actors and the context (LeCompte &
Preissle, 1993, p. 93).
Role o f the Researcher
My role in the research was one of partieipant-observer (Gold. 1958). The
teachers selected for participation in the study were aware of my role as a researcher in
their classrooms. This allowed me to assume an insider's perspective and build trust with
the participants. Also, because I am an intermediate intervention facilitator for the local
school system, there were many times when the participants asked for my advice or
opinion on matters about the program. At these times, I assumed the instructor role
which created a situation wherein I was participating in the development of what was
occurring in the classroom.
It is important that I acknowledge two areas in which my subjective interpretation
may be considered biased. I was a classroom teacher for six years, and my current
position within the district is in the area o f reading and language arts. Part of my current
position is to help teachers improve the literacy instruction provided for their students. It
would be irresponsible to profess that I do not hold certain assumptions about the
teaching o f literacy and that these assumptions did not bias my interpretations. However,
one advantage was that my reading background allowed me to see and interpret
instruction that others with less knowledge might not identify. Also, my primary
classroom placement has always been the early grades; therefore, observation in an
intermediate classroom was more objective and not based on my own previous
experiences.
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The second constraint to my interpretation was my position as a designer and
facilitator of the Project STARS model, the intervention model examined in this study.
Though the model has a suggested structure and is created to be flexible to the individual
considerations of each teacher, at times it was difficult to remain nonjudgmental and
unbiased as the innovation was implemented. Careful scripting o f field notes was an
important component in maintaining objectivitv" in the observations.

Research Design
Because the research questions called for intensive, in-depth examination of how
teachers changed their literacy practice when implementing a model created for a small
population o f students in the classroom, collective case study design was used. In
collective case study design, each case is instrumental in understanding the phenomenon
(Stake. 1995), in this study, teacher change. Collective case study is actually a collection
o f instrumental cases. The cases themselves are secondary but are important to the
general imderstanding o f the identified phenomenon (Stake, 1995). The case study
design allowed for the exploration o f the phenomenon within the natural context and with
no manipulation by the researcher.
Project STARS Model Description
Project STARS is an intermediate intervention model designed to assist struggling
readers in grades 3-5. It is situated under the philosophy of balanced literacy and early
intervention. Interested teachers attend a 15-week professional development course for
which they receive three professional development credits. Their building administrators
must sign a letter which states they will support their teachers' endeavors by purchasing
appropriate material for use in the classrooms. This material consists of several sets of
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high-interest. low-readabiliy trade books. There are several components to the model:
(a) assessment, (b) rereading of familiar text, (c) word study, fd) guided reading.
(e) sustained silent reading, (f) written responses to literature, and (g) professional
development for teachers.
.Assessment
Teachers enrolled in the Project STARS class practice and implement assessment
procedures to be used with their small group participants. Through the use of these
procedures, teachers become adept at matching students with appropriate texts, skills, and
comprehension strategies. These procedures include an informal reading inventory
[specifically Flvnt/Cooter Reading Inventorv^ for the Classroom (Flynt & Cooter, 1998)].
the Qualitative Spelling Inventory (Bear. Invemizzi, Templeton. & Johnston, 1996), and
Motivation to Read Profile (Gambrell, Palmer, Codling, & Mazzoni. 1996). The
assessments are given within the first two weeks of the Project STARS class and are
readministered at the close of the class. Rurming records and anecdotal records are used
on a weekly basis as teachers work with the students in the small groups. It is expected
that each child will be assessed one time during each week of instruction.
Rereading of Familiar Text
Contrary to the philosophy of remedial reading programs, most children in upper
elementary grades have mastered the basic skills necessary to read (Walmsley &
Allington, 1995). What they have not mastered is the ability to apply these skills
automatically. For this reason, the program has included a focus on rereading to gain
automaticity (Samuels, Schermer, & Reinking, 1992), with the goal of helping students
develop the ability to read more fluently and move from focusing on the printed page to
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reading for comprehension. This is accomplished through both the rereading of familiar
texts and the Repeated Reading Strategy (Samuels. 1997). Repeated Reading is a
strategy- to build fluency in reading and is accomplished by the students rereading short
(100-200 word) passages. Each reading of the passage is timed with the end goal being a
reading of 100 words in approximately one minute. This time approximates fluency in
oral reading.
Word Study
Students engage in word study procedures in order to master and internalize
patterns o f words. This is generally accomplished through a word sorting strateg\\
Through this process, they are better able to make analogies from known to unknown
words and better refine both decoding and encoding skills (Morris. 1982; Morris,
Blanton. & Pemey. 1995). The level of word sort is determined through the
administration of the Qualitative Spelling Inventory (Bear. Invemizzi. Templeton. &
Johnston, 1996). This inventoiy places the students at one of the following five levels o f
orthographic knowledge: preliterate, letter name, within word, syllable jimcture, or
derivational constancy. In this way, each student engages in word sorts at the appropriate
level.
Guided Reading
Small groups o f students engage in guided reading lessons with their teacher.
Guided reading is defined as “a context in which a teacher supports each reader’s
development o f effective strategies for processing novel texts at increasingly challenging
levels o f difficulty’’ (Foimtas & Pinnell, 1996, p.2). These lessons are designed to
commimicate comprehension strategies. The lessons are brief and explicit and provide
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opportunities for the children to engage in silent reading with follow up discussions about
the text. The texts are at the instructional levels of the children which will be determined
through the use o f the Flvnt/Cooter Reading Inventorv for the Classroom (Flvnt &
Cooter, 1998). During silent reading, the teacher has the opportunity to work
individually with one student. In this way. the teacher may best decide the strengths and
needs of each child and work with him/her appropriately.
Sustained Silent Reading
Sustained silent reading is generally absent in remedial reading programs but
should be included to support the development o f skills, strategies, and fluency
(Allington. 1977; 1980). At the end of each guided reading lesson, the students return to
their seats and engage in sustained silent reading for 30 minutes. This allows the students
to practice the skills and strategies that have been communicated during the guided
reading and word study components of the program. This time to practice has been
positively correlated with reading achievement (Allington & Walmsley, 1995; Anderson.
Wilson, & Fielding, 1988; 1995; Fractor, Woodruff, Martinez. & Teale. 1993; Shany &
Biemiller, 1995; Taylor. Frye, & Maryana, 1990). The books may be self-selected,
though the students will be encouraged to choose books at their instructional level.
Frustration level materials are highly discouraged since most of these students have been
reading frustration level materials throughout their previous school years (Allington &
Walmsley, 1995).
Written Responses to Literature
At the end o f sustained silent reading, the students write in a literature log about
the books they have been reading (Hancock, 1993). They are given opportunities to share
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these responses with small groups of students. This gives the teacher the opportunitv" to
see growth in comprehension and encoding abilitv'. The responses are treated as wTitten
conversations and are not subject to grades.
Professional Development for Teachers
Teachers interested in implementing Project STARS in their classrooms enroll in
a three credit professional development course which will rtm for 15 consecutive weeks.
The course has been designed as an instruction and implementation model in which
teachers are provided with strategies to implement in their classrooms. Course
instructors provide follow-up through in-class discussion, written comments on
assignments, and classroom observations. This professional development course is built
upon the following recommended components for good professional development: (a)
programs that are schoolwide and context specific; (b) principals who are supportive of
the process and encouraging of change; (c) programs that are long-term, with adequate
support and follow-up; (d) processes that encourage collegialitv'; (e) programs that
incorporate current knowledge obtained through well-designed research; and (f)
programs that provide adequate flmds for materials, outside speakers, and substitute
teachers to allow teachers to observe each other (Fullan, 1990; Griffin. 1986; LoucksHorsley et al., 1987; Loucks-Horsley & Stiegelbauer. 1991; McLaughlin, 1991; Ward.
1985).
Exit Slips and Evaluation Forms
In order to give appropriate feedback to the participants enrolled in the Project
STARS classes, the facilitators provide monthly exit slips. These exit slips provide the
participants with a way to get answers to specific questions and give feedback about the
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presentation of the components o f the class. Facilitators analyze the exit slips and
address participants’ concerns during the next class session.
Evaluation forms are handed out at the end of the 15-w-eek Project STARS class.
Participants are asked to give feedback as to the impact of the Project STARS class on
their work with struggling readers and on general literacy practices. They are also asked
to give specific instances of obstacles in implementing the intervention as well as share
any celebrations they feel are important. The evaluation forms are compiled by the
facilitators and analyzed in order to restructure any part o f the class that is perceived as
weak or confusing.
Participants and Settings
A simple criterion-based selection process was used to generate a pool from
which participants for the study were chosen. The criteria included: (a) an application
that was completed during the process of enrolling for the Project STARS class, (b) a
written literacy structures activity, (c) employment at a nine-month opposed to a yearround elementary school, (d) at least two years teaching experience, and (e) enrollment in
a Project STARS class not facilitated by the researcher.
The application for Project STARS (see Appendix C) consisted of items that
asked potential participants to describe their classroom reading programs and materials.
The literacy structures activity (see Appendix D) was completed by the participants
during the first official class meeting. This activity asked the participants to define the
structures they used to implement their literacy instruction as well as how these structures
provided for instruction of struggling readers. In order for teachers using different types
of instruction to be selected, it was necessary to have the teachers identify and describe
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the types of programs they w^ere currently using. This representation o f differing models
was important in imderstanding the impact of the intervention model on the literacy
practices o f teachers who were aligned with differing philosophies.
The STARS application and literacy structures activitv' were compared for
congruence, and participants were then selected to be representative o f two different
approaches (structures) o f literacy instruction. These structures were determined as
examples of either traditional (i.e., whole-group novels, three-reading group model) or
nontraditional (i.e., reading workshop model).
The two participants, Mrs. Bailey and Mrs. Cook, were purposively selected
based upon the following criteria: (a) their enrollment in the Fall 1998 Project STARS
professional development course, (b) the identification of their classroom literacy
practices as being traditional ( i.e., whole-group novels, three-reading group model) or
nontraditional (i.e., reading workshop model), and (c) the willingness o f the site
administrators and the teachers to participate in the study.
Mrs. Bailev
Mrs. Bailey is a fourth-grade teacher in her twelfth year o f teaching in a large
school district located in the Southwest area of the United States. The school is located
in the southwest area of the school district, and its student population is culturally
diverse. Mrs. Bailey’s student population includes 18 Caucasian students, 10 Hispanic
students, and 4 African American students. Mrs. Bailey’s classroom is the fourth-grade
English as a second language designated classroom. She has two students in her
classroom who are limited English speakers. The school’s socioeconomic demographics
are diverse as well. The school includes students from a very affluent section o f the
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district as well as students who live in government-subsidized housing. Mrs. Bailey's
student population includes children from both of these areas including one child that is.
at this time, homeless.
Mrs. Bailey's classroom is arranged so that the students sit in teams of four or
five. She has named the teams for the seven continents and uses a map for recording
points when the teams are being positively reinforced. Her room has many bulletin
boards. Two specifically deal with her reading program. One is labeled Reader's
Workshop and contains the following list:
1. Log in.
2. Read.
3. Keep up your vocabulary bookmark.
4. Do two vocabulary word cards per week.
5. Write a literary letter.
6. Fill out a book evaluation.
7. Do a book project.
8. Be prepared for small group share.
9. Organize your portfolio.
10. Log out.
The other is a rubric for reader’s workshop and reads: (a) 5 - on task all the time; (b) 4 on task most o f the time; (c) 3 - on task some of the time; works when prompted; (d) off
task some of the time; disrupts those around; and, (e) off task most o f the time. She also
has bulletin boards describing the parts of a friendly letter, the writing process, how^ to
keep a writer’s notebook, and a reading incentive program.
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One full wall in Mrs. Bailey’s classroom serves as the class librar\% She estimates
the number o f books in the room at 1,500. The books are accessible to the students and
stored in small book bins by title and genre. The titles range from Reading Recover}'
leveled books to adult level chapter books. She seems quite knowledgeable about
children’s literature in that she could readily recommend books to the children as they
searched through the library.
Mrs. Bailey generally used a combination of direct instruction and collaborative
learning during her teaching. Her room was usually noisy and the children were
permitted to talk to each other unless otherwise specified. To redirect their attention, she
used cues such as eyes up, counting backward, or clapping patterns that the students
echoed. During her reading block she uses a lot of individual conferencing and pulls one
group daily for a small group share.
Mrs. Bailey defined her approach to teaching reading as a reader's workshop. On
her participant application she wrote:
I run a reader’s workshop in my classroom. A typical day would be:
1. Log in.
2. Read
3. Vocabulary card
4. Literary letter
5. Small group share
6. Book evaluation or project
7. Some other reading assignment
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She also wrote on her classroom structures activit>% "I have run a Reader’s Workshop in
my room for many years, and I firmly believe in the strengths of the program." For the
purpose o f the study, Mrs. Bailey has been identified as having a nontraditional approach
to teaching reading.
Mrs. Cook
Mrs. Cook is a third-grade teacher in her twenty-eighth year o f teaching. She
teaches at an elementary school located in the northwest area o f the same school district
as Mrs. Bailey. Mrs. Cook’s student population consists of 19 Caucasian students, 4
Hispanic students, 3 Asian American students, and 1 .African American student. The
school community consists o f students from middle to upper middle socioeconomic
status. Mrs. Cook currently has two students in her classroom that are limited English
speakers.
Mrs. Cook is in a class size reduction room that is about one half the size o f a
regular classroom. She is constantly rearranging the furniture to try and find an
arrangement that will give her more room and is very concerned with the limited space.
She has the students sitting in teams o f six. These teams face the board which is where
her desk is located. She also has a table at the front of the room to pull small groups o f
children to work with. She has a listening center in one comer of the room and three
computers in the back.
Her bulletin boards consist of posted spelling words, completed writing projects,
completed book projects, and vocabulary terms for science. She also keeps a work task
board which guides the children in what they should do when they are not meeting with
her. Following is an example of work task assignments: (a) daily oral language (DOL),
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(b) daily era! geography (DOG), (c) a reading comprehension worksheet, (d) a math
assignment, (e) a writing assignment, and (f) sustained silent reading.
Mrs. Cook has approximately 500 books in her classroom library; however, many
o f the books are sets and the children do not read these during the sustained silent reading
block. Approximately 200 books are available to the students during this reading block.
Many o f the children do not get to this block of reading time because they do not finish
their other work tasks.
Mrs. Cook generally uses ability grouping during her daily instruction. When
giving a whole group lesson she uses a direct instruction approach with a group or
indiv idual follow-up activity. She prefers that her students work quietly, and talking is
only permitted during the group activities. She does use individual conferencing
particularly with her limited English-speaking child and to go over writing projects.
Mrs. Cook defined her approach to teaching reading as a reading group model
supplemented by centers and seatwork. She felt that this model allowed her to "meet the
needs o f all the kids in the room and still manage the classroom." She also stated that
"meeting in small groups allows me to teach my students the skills they need to move
onto fourth grade." For the purpose o f the study, Mrs. Cook has been defined as having a
traditional approach to teaching.

Materials and Procedure
The following materials were used for the study: (a) the tasks for participant
selection (i.e., the participants’ application forms for Project STARS class, and their
descriptions o f the literacy structures in their classrooms), and (b) researcher-developed
teacher interviews.
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Data Sources
The researcher collected data from (a) two descriptive self-report items from each
participant (as previously described), (b) field notes taken while observing literacy
instruction, (c) semi-structured interviews, (d) entries from participants' reflective
journals, (e) participants’ Project STARS lesson plans, and (f) participants' exit slips and
evaluation forms.
Data collection began concurrently with the beginning o f the school year in 1998
and ended in February 1999. This time frame encompassed the duration o f the Project
STARS professional development course and continued until it became evident through
analysis o f data that a point o f saturation had been reached. Through the utilization of
this time frame, observations were made while the participants had the support o f weekly
class meetings and as the support was diminished. This aided in a better understanding of
the impact o f the model on each participant's literacy practice during and after the course
requirements were fulfilled.
Classroom Observations. Field Notes, and Interviews
Observations took place within each participant’s respective classroom during the
time when literacy instruction occurred. Depending upon the block o f time utilized by
each teacher, time in the classroom consisted of 30-140 minutes per visit. During the
months o f September and October, observations of the participants were conducted
frequently (3 days per week). During November, observations continued with less
frequency (2-3 days per week). As the model was implemented, and when it became
apparent that new literacy practices had been established, observations were conducted 12 times per week for the duration of the study. There was approximately 70 hours of
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classroom observations per participant during the studv'. The observations were focused
on the participants' working with the groups selected to receive the intervention, as well
as the literacy instruction that occurred with the rest o f the class. The researcher
documented what occurred during the classroom observations as objectively and
authentically as possible. Any interaction with the participants was also recorded in the
field notes (e.g., questions asked of the researcher during the time of the observation).
At the end of each week, the researcher conducted an open-ended interview.
Interview questions were determined from the specifics of the observation and ongoing
data analysis.
Reflective Journal Entries
All teachers enrolled in the professional development course kept a reflective
journal of their thoughts and concerns as they implemented the innovation. The journals
were collected and analyzed.
Data Analvsis
In order to maintain an accurate and authentic representation o f each observation,
field notes were written up immediately following each observation. Data analysis was
continuous and ongoing. The constant comparative method was used to analyze the data
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This inductive analysis allowed the researcher to initially code
categories and compare across categories as more data were analyzed. In this way, new
relationships were discovered. The employment of this generative analysis concerned
itself with discovering constructs or propositions. This tv'pe of research used a
constructive strategy in which the aim was to discover constructs or categories that could
be elicited from the behaviors of the participants (LeCompte & Priessle, 1993).
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Data from the descriptive self-report items, field notes, interviews, reflective
journal entries. Project STARS lesson plans, and participants' exit slips and evaluation
forms were triangulated. This triangulation prevented the researcher from accepting too
readily any initial impression that was not. in fact, valid. Triangulation also enhanced the
scope, density, and clarity of any constructs developed during the course o f the research
project (LeCompte & Priessle, 1993).
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS
Guskey (1986) described change as a shift in classroom practices, beliefs, or
attitudes. Further, change has been identified as a process which takes a long amount of
time and must take into account an individual's needs and development (Loucks-Horsley
& Stiegelbauer, 1991). Because the focus of this study was to explore the changes in
literacy practice that occurred as two teachers implemented an innovation. I found it
necessary to clearly report and understand not only the teachers’ changes during the
semester, but also their existing literacy structures prior to the implementation o f the
innovation.
This understanding was situated under the theoretical framework o f symbolic
interactionism. This allowed me to view the teachers as purposive agents who engaged
in self-reflexive behavior and acted upon the meanings they created. These meanings
which were socially constructed and context specific were important in determining the
teachers’ actions within their classrooms. It was the recording of these specific actions
that allowed me to analyze the cases in a way that contributed to the understanding o f the
process o f change.
In this chapter the two cases are described in detail focusing on the teachers'
existing literacy structure as well as the themes that emerged within both teachers’
classrooms. These themes have been defined as: (a) selection of the Project STARS
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participants, (b) implementation of the Project STARS model, (c) selectively changing
literacy instruction with the rest o f the class, and (d) returning to the original structure
with modifications after support o f the Project STARS class was withdrawn. Each case
description is concluded by an overall summarv'.

Mrs. Bailey
Existing Structure for Literacy Instruction
In this section I will describe Mrs. Bailey's literacy instruction prior to the
implementation of the intervention. To reiterate from chapter 2, Mrs. Bailey defined her
approach to reading as a Reader’s Workshop. A typical day's activities would include
reading, completing workshop tasks, and engaging in a small group share. However,
upon careful examination, Mrs. Bailey's literacy instruction actually consisted o f the
following components: (a) a read aloud used to teach skills and strategies, (b) a
minilesson, and (c) the Reading Workshop. Each component will be described in detail.
Read Aloud
Prior to beginning her Reader's Workshop. Mrs. Bailey read aloud to her students
from a novel. The students had a copy of the novel and tracked the print as she read. She
then used this novel as a way to teach varying skills; however, this instruction was not
explicit but embedded within her reading.
For example, during her reading o f chapter 12 from Side wavs Stories from
Wavside School, the first skill she focused on was prediction. She asked the students to
determine what the chapter might be about from the picture displayed on the chapter title
page. Students predicted that the chapter might be about a child in detention, a child
getting mugged, or a day like Friday the 13th. As she began to read the chapter and came
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across a word with which she thought the students were unfamiliar, she moved to
vocabulary instruction. She stopped reading and wrote the word leered on the board.
She commented, “I've got to make a note of that one." This was a way o f modeling for
the students the importance o f noting words that they were unfamiliar with which they
could later return to for applying the independent vocabulary strategies Mrs. Bailey
taught them.
She continued to read the chapter and Jason, the character o f the chapter, became
stuck to his seat by a wad of gum. She asked the students to make another prediction.
This time she had them talk in their group tables about how Jason would get unstuck.
The groups predicted that the teacher would have a magic touch that would loosen him.
he would remove the gum with his fingers, the gum would be sliced away with a knife or
scissors, gum spray would be used, they would use peanut butter to loosen the gum. and
the three Erics (other characters in the story) would pull him off.
She continued to read and at the close of the chapter, she asked the students for
twists in the story. The students commented that "Jason wouldn’t be loosened just by a
kiss,’’ “Gum wouldn’t make a child stick in a chair," “Kids are not allowed to kiss in
school," and “school has ice to use." Mrs. Bailey then told the smdents that they “are
getting at the fact that the story is exaggerated."
At the end of the read aloud, she went back to the word leered and asked the
students if any o f them knew what it meant. One student said, “it might mean stared or
looked." Mrs. Bailey added leered to the vocabulary list hanging on the board.
During this lesson, Mrs. Bailey covered skills concerning comprehension
(prediction, sequencing, and problem/solution), character analysis, literary elements, and
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vocabularv’. She believed it was important to use this read aloud to ensure that the
students were taught these grade level skills since the Reader’s Workshop was designed
to allow the students to read individual books.
Another example of this whole group novel instruction occurred during an
observation in October during a reading o f The Sign of the Beaver. Again, the teacher
opened the lesson with the students making predictions from the picture on the cover on
the book. She also had the students check the first two pages for the publishing company
and date. The students determined that the book was written 15 years ago. Mrs. Bailey
commented that some of the things that they read about the Native Americans might
seem a little prejudiced because the book was written so long ago. She told the students
when they heard things in the book that seemed wrong, they should call it to the classes'
attention. She also brought to their attention that the chapters had no titles and that one
task that they should be listening for was to create a title name for each chapter. She
asked the students to open their books to the first chapter and follow along as she read.
During the time that she was reading, most o f the students were listening but few were
tracking the print along with her.
At the close of the reading, Mrs. Bailey focused her instruction on
comprehension. She began by asking the students where the story took place. The
students responded with “the forest’’, “ Maine,'’ “ Massachusetts," and “Maine to
Massachusetts.’’ She had the students take out their maps and find Massachusetts. She
told them that the character lived in Massachusetts and moved to Maine. She had them
trace the route with their fingers.
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She then moved to a sequence of questions which further related to their
comprehension o f the story. She asked them, "WTiat's happening?" "W here's the
father?" “Where does the stoiy take place?" “How old is the child?" “VvTiat is his
name?" “WTiat is he like?" and “How does he feel?" She reread a sentence from the
book nhe silence coiled around Matt and reached into his stomach to settle there." She
asked the students what this meant. The students replied, "that it's going around him."
and “It's wrapped around him." The teacher asked, "why would the silence be so tight
around him?" The smdents replied that “he's afraid of what will happen while his
father’s gone," “He’s worried," and “He has aching pain." She also asked "how long
will the father be gone?" and “How will Matt mark the time?" She drew a stick on the
board and placed notches on it to demonstrate how Matt would mark the time while his
father was gone. At the end o f the lesson, she had the smdents brainstorm in groups what
title they should give to the chapter. The class decided on Alone.
In this lesson, Mrs. Bailey contextualized the story by helping the students
understand the importance o f recognizing when the stoiy was written. Additionally, as
demonstrated in the example of the Sideways Stories book. Mrs. Bailey used this read
aloud as a way to look at literary elements (character, setting, problem, solution),
comprehension skills (prediction), and vocabulary. In both of these lessons Mrs. Bailey
modeled the skills she was attempting to teach to the children but never explicitly stated
that the skill or strategy' would help them in their reading. At the close o f this read aloud.
Mrs. Bailey proceeded to the minilesson portion o f her literacy instruction.
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Minilessons
Mrs. Bailey began what she described as the Reading Workshop portion o f her
reading program with a whole-group minilesson. During the first few weeks o f school,
these minilessons encompassed the assignments that were expected during the Reader's
Workshop block. One such lesson was illustrated at the beginning of September. The
focus o f this lesson was on creating vocabulary cards. She told the students that they
would be required to complete two of these cards per week. She demonstrated for the
students how to create these cards through modeling on an overhead. She ended the
lesson by showing the students examples of good fourth-grade cards.
Throughout the month of September. Mrs. Bailey continued to demonstrate,
through minilessons, the assignments that the students had to complete during the
workshop time. Other examples included how to create a book evaluation, how to write a
literary letter, and how to do a book project.
Workshop
Upon completion of the minilesson, Mrs. Bailey began the actual workshop
portion of the Reader’s Workshop. Within this block of time, the students were to spend
the majority o f their time reading and completing their workshop tasks as described
through the minilessons and the bulletin board posted in the room which read;
1. Log in.
2. Read.
3. Keep up your vocabulary bookmark.
4. Do two vocabulary word cards per week.
5. Write a literary letter.
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6. Fill out a book evaluation.
7. Do a book project.
8. Be prepared for small group share.
9. Organize your portfolio.
10. Log out.
Mrs. Bailey began the workshop by asking smdents if they wanted to go "up top."
She had built a reading loft and allowed four smdents to go up on the loft to read. She
determined who went up by their workshop rubric scores from the preceding day. This
was also posted in the room: (a) 5 —on task all the time; (b) 4 —on task most o f the time;
(c) 3 —on task some of the time; works when prompted; (d) off task some o f the time;
disrupts those around; (e) off task most o f the time. The smdents reported their scores at
the end of each workshop block. The smdents not up top were permitted to sit wherever
they chose in the class or to go outside if their rubric score was a 4 or 5. Each child in the
workshop was reading a different book. These books were generally selected from Mrs.
Bailey’s extensive library.
As the smdents read, the teacher circulated the room and engaged in one-minute
conferences in which she checked how the smdents were doing with the selected books.
For example, a conference in September with Terry consisted o f her asking the questions:
“UTiat are you working on today?’’ “What do you like in the story?" “Who are the main
characters?’’ At the end of the conference, she gave Terry the task to find the characters
in the story, write in a log about them, and be prepared to show her the next time they
met.
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Nlrs. Bailey also used these one-minute conferences as a time to check the
students’ reading portfolios to help them complete workshop tasks. For example, during
the same workshop in September she modeled for two students how to complete the
reading log. Additionally, she helped two students select books. She stayed with tliem at
the library and advised them on books she believed that they might like. She frequentlychecked the students outside to ensure that they were on task and reading. Though most
o f the students appeared to be engaged in their reading, four students continuallycirculated the room and never really settled down to read.
At the close of the workshop, she had the students score themselves according to
the rubric described previously, and she either agreed or disagreed with the score.
Generally, the scores were all 5. 4, or 3. Nirs. Bailey usually agreed with the smdent’s
self-assessment except with regard to off-task behavior. For example, the students who
spent most o f the workshop time wandering the room would be required to rethink their
self-assessment and usually had to lower the score. The only comment she made other
than agreeing or disagreeing with the rubric scores was to one child. Mrs. Bailey asked
this child to conference with her to ensure that she was in a “just-right book.” At the end.
o f this “status o f the class,’’ Mrs. Bailey provided the class time to share the newvocabulary they had encountered in their reading.
Mrs. Bailey followed this structure during each o f my observations of her reading
instruction. However, on October 6'*', Mrs. Bailey added a new component to the
workshop, which she called a small group share. During this time, students brought the
book that they were reading to a small group o f 4-5 students and shared what the story
was about. Generally, they read a page of the story, and the other students in the group
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asked questions about the text. Although, Mrs. Bailey always sat with the group during
this time, her participation in asking questions varied. She kept records of who asked
questions and what the students shared. UTiile at first she was disappointed with the
shallowness o f the discussion, she told me that she expected “the discussions to get
deeper as the students get the hang of what they are supposed to do."
During the time she was with the group, the rest o f the class was supposed to be
reading and doing the workshop tasks; however, some of the students seemed to spend
this time wandering around the room and did not get a lot done. For example, during one
observation, I observed a student, Laymon, go up and down the loft three times without a
book, disturb the teacher during group because he had cut his knee on the loft, attend to
his knee, and disrupt other students at the bookshelf while they were looking for a book.
Another student, Rubin, shouted at classmates, laid across his team members’ desks, and
caused general disruption during the entire workshop.
In summary, Mrs. Bailey’s structure for teaching literacy prior to her
implementation of Project STARS centered around a Reader’s Workshop approach. She
used the reading aloud of a novel to embed skill/strategy instruction in authentic literature
and reinforced these skills/strategies through minilessons. She consistently followed her
established sequence of student independent reading, conferencing, completion o f
workshop tasks, sharing in a small group, and self assessment. Additionally. Mrs. Bailey
was very committed to students’ self-selection of reading materials.
Selection of the Project STARS Participants
With the structure of her workshop running smoothly, Mrs. Bailey began taking a
Project STARS course where she was required to select a group of students with whom to
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work. The process for selecting these students became the basis for the first theme. Mrs.
Bailey selected the students who would participate in the Project STARS intervention
based on the use of the assessment tools introduced in the professional development
course, as well as her personal knowledge o f her students.
Mrs. Bailey selected the following four students for inclusion in the Project
STARS group: Nicole, Layman, Rubin, and Jose. She selected Nicole and Layman
because she perceived them as struggling in the area of reading. Additionally, Layman
was often off-task during the workshop. Jose was selected because he was a second
language student, and she felt that this might be causing a comprehension problem during
his reading. Rubin was selected because of his lack of focus and disruptive behavior.
Mrs. Bailey felt that the small group instruction might encourage him to attend to and
focus on lessons and that his overall school performance might improve.
As a requirement of the Project STARS class, Mrs. Bailey administered an
Informal Reading Inventory (IRI), the Qualitative Spelling Inventory (QSI), and the
Motivation to Read Profile (MRP) to the students she was considering for inclusion in her
small group. Based on the IR I, Mrs. Bailey indicated that both Laymon and Nicole were
reading below grade level, and Laymon’s oral reading was disfluent and fraught with
miscues. She indicated that Rubin and Jose were both reading at grade level. However,
she decided to include them in the group for the reasons previously discussed. Further,
she told me during an interview that Rubin was “afraid of the print and lacks confidence
in his ability.”
In summary, Mrs. Bailey kept the group she initially selected even after the
assessment results indicated that two of the students were reading at grade level. Her
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concern for these two students overrode what she had learned in the STARS class about
including only those students actually reading below grade level into the group. Based
upon the assessment results and her knowledge of these students Mrs. Bailey set the
following instructional goals;
Build their self confidence and interest in reading. Develop and increase their
reading and comprehension strategies. Allow opportunity for them to talk about
plot, setting, character, and make connections to their lives.
Implementation of the Project STARS Model
With the selection o f the Project STARS group accomplished, Mrs. Bailey began
implementation o f the Project STARS model at the end o f September. She added each
component in the order in which it was presented in the Project STARS class, with the
exception o f the word study component which she implemented with the whole class.
On September 2 8 ,1 observed the following Projects STARS lesson. Mrs. Bailey
selected Cam Jansen and the Mvsterv of the UFO as the first book to use with the group.
Her instruction began through the use of the Directed Reading-Thinking Activity (DRTA) which was the first comprehension strategy taught in the Projects STARS class. She
began by having them look at the title and picture on the cover.
Mrs. Bailey: What might this book be about?
Nicole:

Maybe when kids are at school, they see a UFO.

Jose:

UFOs.

Nicole:

Cam Jansen is a girl.

Mrs. Bailey:

Let’s look and see if we see any pictures. Do the chapters have
titles?
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Nicole;

I see aliens. I guess I'm right.

Mrs. Bailey: Let’s look at the first picture and the dedication.
Jose:

The cat’s frightened.

Nicole:

Maybe he’s mad or frightened. Would you run?

Mrs. Bailey

Go to chapter one. Read page one to yourselves and stop when you
get to the bottom. You may begin.
The students read to the end o f the page as directed.

Mrs. Bailey: What happened?
Nicole:

She wants to enter a contest.

Jose:

It’s a photograph contest. (He reads a line to prove what he says.)

Rubin:

I want something more exciting than this.

Mrs. Bailey: Eric says he can’t take a posed picture. What kinds of pictures
would these be?
Rubin:

When someone knows.

This cycle of predict, read, and discuss continued as Mrs. Bailey guided the
students through several more pages of text. She concluded the lesson by telling the
students to read to the end o f the chapter and log out when they were finished. During
the lesson, she reviewed what the students should do if they came to a word they did not
know. Specifically, she reminded them to “go back to the beginning of the sentence and
read it again.”
In early November Mrs. Bailey added the rereading of familiar text, conferencing,
and responding to literature components of the model. At the beginning o f the lesson,
Laymon, Rubin, and Jose selected texts to read from a friendly basket. In this basket was
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a collection of previously read materials. Laymon and Jose appeared to be engaged in the
reading, but Rubin was tossing books into the basket instead o f reading them. While the
students were reading. Mrs. Bailey pulled Nicole aside to take a running record and
individually conference with her. At the close of the running record. Mrs. Bailey went
over Nicole's miscues with her and reminded her to read to the end of the sentence and
come back to the word if she did not know it. This reflected the instruction concerning
retrospective miscue analysis that had been discussed in the Project STARS class in
October.
At the end o f Nicole's conference, she pulled the group together and continued
with the predict, read, and discuss cycle that was previously discussed. Within the
lesson, she also had the students relate their own prior experiences to the text. She
specifically asked them “how many of you play soccer." All o f the students raised their
hands. The boys all said they played on teams, and Nicole commented that she played
for fun. This was consistent with the instructional goal of having the students make
personal connections to the text.
Mrs. Bailey also supported the students’ strategy use by asking them to tell her
what they should do if they came to a word they didn’t know.
Nicole;

Look for a smaller word in the beginning or end. If you still can't
get it, ask the reading expert at your team.

Rubin:

Sound it out.

Mrs. Bailey:

You could skip it and go back to the beginning of thesentence.

Jose:

I hold it in my mind and think about the word.
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At the end o f the lesson, Mrs. Bailey sent the students back to their seats to
continue reading and to respond to the text. She created a work sheet that she believed
would help them with the entries in their response logs. The assignment was to read
pages 28-32 at their seats and answer the following questions in their response logs: (a)
Wbat was your favorite moment from the story? Describe it in detail. (You may go back
and use the book to help you.) (b) Have you ever had an experience like Porter or any o f
the other players in the story? Explain, (c) Did you like this story? Explain why or why
not. Would you recommend it to a friend? (d) Design a cover for your Goalie response
journal. Have it reflect the story.
Mrs. Bailey then involved herself in a small group share. Nicole and Jose
attended to the task she had given them. However, Rubin and Layman visited with each
other, played with a stapler and the pencil sharpener, and disrupted many of the children
involved in the workshop. Eventually, Mrs. Bailey had to leave the small group share to
attend to their off task behavior.
This overall structure for the model was again observed on November 23 rd and
24th during a lesson using nonfiction text. Mrs. Bailey began by taking a running record
on Jose while the other students were rereading. At the end of the running record, she
discussed his many repetitions with him. He told her that he wanted it to soimd right.
She also reinforced his strategy of skipping a word, reading to the end of the line, and
returning to the word.
For this lesson, Mrs. Bailey used the KWL strategy and graphic organizers.
These had been presented during a November Project STARS class as strategies to
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implement when using nonfiction text. She created a chart and the students completed it
during the lesson.
Endangered Animals
Know

What I want to learn

Might be:

Why are they disappearing?

Tigers (white)

How did they get sick?

Polar bears

How did they become endangered?

Free Willy (Killer whale)

What other animals are endangered?

Endangered

Two main reasons

That it’s not that many

People kill them

Hurt bad

People destroy their habitats

Mrs. Bailey also demonstrated how to create a web to use information from the
text- She used the tiger for her demonstration.
was 100.00

eats deer, wild pig, fish, frogs, reptiles

now 7.000

orange crown with black stripes

largest and most powerful cat

lives in tropical rainforest, swamps,
grasslands of Asia

At the end of this book, the students designed a report on endangered animals. Included
were facts on each animal such as what they ate, where they lived, how much they
weighed, and why they were endangered.
As a requirement o f the class, Mrs. Bailey reassessed the students during
December. She appeared happy with the students’ progress and wrote:
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Each student came up in their reading level both in comprehension and listening.
I find the students better able to choose books at their instructional levels. They
seem more interested in reading. They have also gained more reading strategies.
In summary, with the exception o f the word study component. Mrs. Bailey
implemented the Project STARS model with the group of four students just as she had
been instructed to during her Projects STARS classes. On her final evaluation she wrote
that felt that the model had provided her a structure to follow and held her to a consistent
schedule o f working with the small group.
Selectivelv Changing Literacv Instruction with the Rest of the Class
In the process o f implementing components o f the STARS model with the
STARS group, Mrs. Bailey's literacy instruction with her all of her students was
impacted as noted in her final evaluation;
Project STARS has made me more conscious o f my entire reading program. I
question whether or not all my students are being serviced. Am I addressing
comprehension, fluency, and other reading strategies? I have implemented
several wonderful new minilessons - repeated readings, DR-TA, word study
collections, and others. I'm really thinking reading literacy. My literacy has
increased. My awareness has increased.
Mrs. Bailey’s general literacy practice was influenced in the following areas: (a)
assessment, (b) explicit teaching of comprehension strategies to the whole class, (c) the
use of the Repeated Reading strategy, and (d) the use of word sorting activities during
spelling instruction.
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Assessment
After learning about the QSI and the MRP, Mrs. Bailey used both of these tools
with all o f the students in her classroom. She believed the information that she gleaned
ft"om these assessments would be helpful in working with all of her students. In
particular, this information would help her more appropriately match students with texts
that would keep the students motivated to read, and that the results from the QSI would
enable her to help students grow in spelling particularly during Writer’s Workshop.
Mrs. Bailey also found the IRI to be a powerful tool and stated that she would like
to find a way to use it at the beginning of the following school year with all of her
students. However, she voiced concerns during an interview about the amount of time
the administration of this assessment took and was not sure she could find a way to do
this.
During the course of the semester, Mrs. Bailey had four new students enroll in her
class. She administered the MRP, QSI, and the IRI to all four o f these students. She
found the administration of the IRI to be particularly helpful because she was uncertain
about each student’s ability to comprehend the text that had been independently selected.
Explicit Teaching of Comprehension Strategies
Mrs. Bailey also seemed to become more aware o f teaching comprehension
strategies to her students. She particularly focused on the DR-TA strategy. This would
be consistent with what she learned in the Project STARS class since DR-TA was the
first strategy taught and was the most widely discussed strategy throughout the sequence
o f classes. She generally used this strategy during her whole group novel lessons in
which she would have students predict what was going to happen, read along with her or
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silently, and then confirm or disconfirm the prediction by going back into the text. It was
this confirm/disconfirm portion o f the DR-TA that she found to be important and new.
She told me during an interview in November that she had always done an adequate job
o f having her students predict, but believed that “the going back into the text to prove or
disprove the prediction made her students more critical readers."
She also used the retelling strategv' quite extensively. Often during her individual
conferences, she would have the students retell small portions o f the text in order to
determine whether or not they had understood what they were reading and to ensure that
they were reading a text that was on an appropriate level. During the same interview
mentioned just previously, she said that she actually used retellings quite often as a form
o f assessment but now realized that the strategy could also be used to also teach the
smdents to comprehend.
Repeated Reading Strategy
Mrs. Bailey also taught the Repeated Reading strategv' to all of her students in the
middle o f November and began to include it as part of their workshop tasks during the
month o f January. She believed it was a good strategy to “increase the smdents' fluency”
and would ultimately lead to increased comprehension. This was observed in Januaiy
when pairs o f students worked together with their passages. In particular, this
observation focused on two pairs of smdents. One pair o f the smdents counted out 100
words and then took turns reading and timing each other. They were quite animated
about wanting to achieve the goal o f 100 words in 60 seconds and reread the passage
many times within the allotted workshop time. They recorded their results on individual
graphs and placed them in their workshop folders.
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The other pair o f students were more fluent readers. They each counted 200
words from their selected books and also took turns reading and timing each other. These
students easily achieved the goal of 200 words in 60 seconds and decided that the next
time they met, they would count out 300 words and tiy to meet the same goal.
Word Study
The component that seemed to impact Mrs. Bailey's general literacy instruction
most was the word study component. During an interview in early September. Mrs.
Bailey identified her spelling program as traditional. She used one list o f words for all
the students and traditional methods to learn the words (i.e., writing each word a number
times and using the words in sentences.) She had never previously administered the QSI
and was unfamiliar with developmental spelling levels. The word smdy component was
introduced in her weekly Project STARS classes during the third week, and she began
implementation immediately. Her administrator was quite supportive of this type of
spelling program, and Mrs. Bailey mentioned that she believed her school would soon be
moving in this direction. Throughout the semester her administrator had morning staff
development sessions on activities from Words Their Wav CBear. Invemizzi, Templeton,
& Johnston, 1996) and eventually purchased the text for the whole school.
Mrs. Bailey began the implementation of the new spelling program by
administering the QSI to the whole class. After analyzing the results, she divided the
students into three ability level groups. These groups consisted of: (a) a letter name
group which had four smdents and studied short vowels patterns, (b) a within word group
which had seven members and studied long vowel patterns, and (c) a syllable jimcture
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group which had 17 members and studied compound words, homophones, and consonant
doubling. She created lessons and activities for each o f these groups.
For example, during an observation on September 28th the students in the letter
name group were asked to collect words that would coincide with the short vowel pattern
they were working on. The students in this group worked at their seats and used picture
books to collect the words. While this was occurring, the syllable juncture group was
instructed to find compound words and break them into the two smaller words and then
draw a picture to match each. A third group of students, the within word group, met with
Mrs. Bailey and participated in a writing sort (students writing words under
predetermined categories).
During the within word group's meeting Mrs. Bailey asked the students to tell her
what pattern they had been working on. The students identified the pattern as the long
and short a pattern. She spent the instructional time modeling for them how to do a
wTiting sort. She told them tfiis was important since they would eventually take turns
being the administrator of the sort. She began by calling words and having the students
place the words in one of two columns that had been created in their word study journals.
The words were "paste, sat, rate, jacks, ape, wag, race, slam, tale, date, strange, clam, and
ware.”
The students placed the words in either the long or short a column. She then
paired the students and had them discuss why they placed the words where they did.
During this time, she worked wdth one child on generalizing the final e as a long vowel
marker. Finally, she pulled the small group back together and went through the correct
placement o f each word. The students discussed the generalizations that they had made.
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and Mrs. Bailey specifically focused on the CVC pattern and the CVCe pattern. The
students appeared to have some difficult}' in generalizing the patterns, and Mrs. Bailey
ended the lesson by telling them that they needed to collect more words.
At the close of the lesson, Mrs. Bailey voiced two concerns to me about this type
o f spelling instruction. She wondered, “how long you should go about allowing the
students to construct knowledge before you ju st tell what it is they need to know.” She
also felt that her students were too dependent upon her and would not be able to do these
tasks in a timely manner when working independently. The spelling lesson on this day
had taken about 45 minutes.
As the semester progressed, N'Irs. Bailey created many games and sorting
activities for the students to use. She also shared these with other teachers at the school
who were trying to implement this type o f spelling instruction. She was generally
identified as the person to go to for spelling information. During an intervdew in early
October, Mrs. Bailey again voiced concerns to m e about this type of spelling instruction.
She felt that this instruction took an enormous amount of time and energy and was
anxious to see if what she was teaching them would actually improve spelling in their
daily writing. She said she felt “overwhelmed and frustrated” and wondered if this
spelling program wouldn’t be more effective if implemented in smaller steps. We
discussed the possibility o f a five-year implementation plan instead o f doing it all in one
year. This frustration became evident during her blocks o f spelling instruction. Mrs.
Bailey was generally a patient teacher with a high tolerance for noise, but during the
spelling block she seemed more prone to scolding the students for their inattentiveness to
a task.
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One final concern she shared with me was the lack o f processing time she was
having with the students. Generally, at the end of each lesson, she felt it important to
provide closure and discuss with the students how the lesson went and what they had
learned. She felt the spelling instruction took so long that there was no way that she
could get to all three groups and provide this closure. Often the closure, she ended up
providing was on what the class could do to make more effective use o f the spelling time.
During another October interview, we again discussed procedures that might make the
spelling instruction easier such as meeting with groups on a rotating basis during the
block o f time.
She continued with this spelling instruction all through the month o f October and
tried to solve the time element by using an egg timer. She set the timer for 20 minutes
and explained to the students that at the end of this time spelling would be over so they
must work quickly and stay on task. This seemed to be somewhat effective and
eventually she began to use this same procedure during her workshop block because she
felt the students were not spending enough time actually reading within the block. The
timer allowed her to give a designated amount of time that the students must read ever}'
single day. This was generally 20 minutes.
Eventually, Mrs. Bailey moved away from the grouped spelling back to whole
group; however, within this whole group instmction she used the word study activities.
For example, during one observed lesson in November she used an overhead to
demonstrate a word sort using the ending letters nch. tch, and ach. After the modeling
activity, she gave each student in the class the words. The students were asked to cut the
words apart and sort them at their table groups. Mrs. Bailey circulated as the students
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engaged in the activity. At the end o f the lesson, she had one student model her sort on
the overhead. She then engaged the students in a discussion as to whether or not they
agreed or disagreed with the way the student modeling on the overhead had sorted the
cards. At the end of the lesson, the students recorded the new words in their word study
journals. Mrs. Bailey stated during a November interview that she went back to whole
group spelling because she was unsure that spelling groups were effective. She was very
concerned that “there is just too little processing time with the students.”
Throughout the remainder o f the observations, Mrs. Bailey continued
implementing whole group spelling instruction and moved back to one spelling list for
the whole class. She said that she was far more comfortable with this method of spelling
instruction and believed it to be more effective. However, she believed that the sorting
activities were very worthwhile and would continue to use them during her whole group
instruction. The last spelling lesson observed included a sorting activity in which the
students sorted words based upon whether a consonant was doubled before adding ed,
ju st a d was added, or an ed was added. Mrs. Bailey ended the lesson with the students
sharing the generalizations they noticed and writing the words in their word study
journals.
In summar>% throughout the Project STARS development Mrs. Bailey selected
specific instructional strategies to use outside o f the Project STARS group that she
believed would be beneficial to the rest of her class. These components generally fit
within the structure she had previously identified, and she selected components that she
felt enhanced her instruction. For example, the IRI was used with new students so she
could get a better idea o f how to select appropriate texts. This was also true o f the MRP
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which she used with her w'hole class. She believed this tool would better allow her to
match texts to her students.
Mrs. Bailey also selected comprehension strategies which enhanced the
comprehension instruction she was already doing. DR-TA fit easily into her w'hole group
novel lessons, and she had previously used most o f the components. She felt that her
being able to identif}' the strategy allowed her to "use it more fully.” The Repeated
Reading strategy was easily implemented into workshop structure as one of the
independent workshop tasks. Retelling was also something she already used. She just
made a conscious effort to use it more often as a strategy and not just an assessment tool.
The piece with which she struggled most was the word study component. She believed
there was value in the activity and, in the end, implemented the strategy within her whole
group minilesson. This was consistent with her previously described structure o f using
whole group minilessons for skill instruction.
Returning to the Original Structure with Modifications
Although Mrs. Bailey’s literacy instruction had been impacted, after the Project
STARS class ended her actions indicated she had retumed to her original structure with a
few modifications. After returning from the semester break, Mrs. Bailey made the
decision to disband the Project STARS group. She told me during an interview that she
made this decision for a number o f reasons. From the post-testing she determined that
Nicole was on grade level for her silent reading comprehension and no longer needed the
intervention. Jose, her second language student, tested above grade level, and she felt
that his language was probably not a barrier to his learning.

Rubin moved to a new

school and, though she felt this was probably good for the class, she was bothered that
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she had invested so much time in him and would not be able to work with him anymore.
She felt that Layman was the only student that still needed the intervention. However,
she was concerned about spending 30 minutes each day with one student. She decided to
return Layman to the workshop and make sure she conferenced with him on a daily basis.
During one these conferences in January Mrs. Bailey called Layman up and asked
him how he liked his book and what it was about. She also asked him to read a portion of
the text to her. From this reading she determined that the book was too difficult. He had
missed too many words on one page and could not retell the passage. She took him to the
class library and helped him select a book that he was interested in and was considered on
the right level. After Mrs. Bailey left him. Laymon read for a short period o f time and
then moved over to the listening center to listen to a book on tape. After a few' minutes at
the listening center, he began to roam the room.
When asked if she had other students in her class that read at levels similar to
Layman's, she said that the students attending RIP actually read at levels lower than
Layman's. However, she did not feel she needed to include these students in the
intervention since they were already receiving an intervention when they went to RIP.
Instead, she included them in the workshop when they were present for reading
instruction in the class. She also voiced concerns to me about isolating these students by
using an intervention and said, “I am concerned about my students’ self concepts. I need
to integrate them more into small group shares and be more flexible in my grouping.”
In summary, at the close of the observations, Mrs. Bailey’s structure for literacy
instruction was the same as it was at the start of the observations. She continued to use
the read aloud novel, minilesson, workshop cycle. During the workshop, the students
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read, worked on their workshop tasks, and participated in small group shares while Mrs.
Bailey continued to hold short conferences with her students and facilitate the small
group shares. The STARS model had seemingly been abandoned.
Summary
Mrs. Bailey had a highly internalized existing structure for literacy instruction
which included the reading aloud of a novel in which she embedded skill and strategy
instruction, a minilesson to reinforce the skills and strategies necessar>' for her workshop,
and a Reader’s Workshop designed to support each student’s particular reading level.
With two exceptions she followed the guidelines suggested in the Project STARS class
while implementing the intervention model in her classroom. These exceptions were: (a)
including two students in the intervention based upon her personal knowledge and not the
assessment tools, and (b) not implementing the word study component of the model.
Mrs. Bailey did make changes in her overall literacy instruction, but it is
important to note that these changes fit into her existing structure and did not cause her
perceivably to change it. These changes included implementing word study with the
w'hole class, using the assessment tools with students other than the Project STARS
participants, using comprehension strategies (i.e., DR-TA, retelling), and including the
Repeated Reading strategy as one o f her workshop tasks.
In the end, Mrs. Bailey decided to place her one remaining Project STARS
participant back into the workshop rather than reforming a new STARS group. She also
continued to use the selected components previously described within her existing
literacy structure. The changes she made were easily assimilated into what she was
already doing. I will now proceed with a description of Mrs. Cook’s literacy instruction.
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Mrs. Cook

Existing Structure for Literacy Instruction
In this section a description of Mrs. Cook's literacy instruction prior to the
implementation o f Project STARS will be presented. I will discuss each o f the four
themes within her context. Mrs. Cook defined the structure of her reading program as “a
three-group reading model using novels or books that support the students' reading.” She
generally used sets o f books located on her school campus that were shared among the
members o f the staff. To facilitate all the groups, she used a circle, center, and seatwork
rotation which was guided by her worktask board. She stated that getting her literacy
structure down this year had been very difficult because she had been placed in a classsize reduction room and had limited room for her centers. She did have access to a great
room located right outside her classroom which she shared with other members of her
pod. She utilized the room whenever possible, but it was quite often being used by other
classes. She also said that it was difficult to monitor students when they were out of the
classroom.
Upon close examination, Mrs. Cook's literacy block included the following
components: (a) joumals/worktasks, (b) small group instruction, and (c) sustained silent
reading. Each component will be described in detail.
Joumals/W orktasks
Mrs. Cook generally opened her literacy block by having the studerits write in
journals. The entries included both teacher-directed and self-selected topics by the
students. For instance, during an observation in early September Mrs. Cook had the
students write about their perfect days. She usually allowed the students time to share
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their journal entries, and this sharing was done either in pairs, small groups, or with a few
children sharing with the whole group. She was always concerned with the students' use
o f punctuation and constantly reminded them to use capitals and periods. This emphasis
on mechanics was observed throughout all of her lessons.
At the close of the journal wTiting, Mrs. Cook explained the worktasks for the
day. These generalh' consisted of the seatwork and centers that the children should
engage in when they w'ere not reading with her. For example, during the same
observation mentioned just previously, the worktask board consisted of the following:
1. DOL (Daily Oral Language)
2. Analogies
3. Reading comprehension worksheet
4. DOG (Daily Oral Geography)
5. Reading group work
Prediction
JT 50-58
Ramona 65-75
Friendly letter to Mrs. Cook (include all five parts of a letter)
6. Centers (listening, puzzles, computer, math)
7.

SSR

Mrs. Cook expected the students to work quietly on these tasks and would often
stop during small group instruction and remind students who were too loud to work
quietly. The worktask packets were created ahead of time and each child had a folder
and notebook specifically for this work.
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Small Group Instruction
After explaining the w'orktasks, Mrs. Cook began to call up her reading groups.
Though Mrs. Cook described her structure as a three-group reading model, she actually
had more than three groups. For example, during an initial observation Mrs. Cook
actually met with five different groups. The first group she called up consisted of five
students reading the novel JT. She assembled the group at a table in the front of the
room and began to discuss the novel with them.
Mrs. Cook:

Where did we leave off with JT?

Smdent:

He was building, cutting a house.

Student:

He forgot to pick up his grandma.

Mrs. Cook:

I wrote questions in your journals so you can get more information.
Why doesn't the man laugh a lot?

Student:

He is worried about losing his house and about JT 's father.

Mrs. Cook;

Write today's date in your journal.

(Mrs. Cook, at this time, passed out the journals and a copy of the book to each of the
smdents.)
Mrs. Cook:

1 want you to look at the pictures on pages 50-55 and make a
prediction. This will help you predict what is happening today.

(She then left the group for a short time to check on the students working at their seats.)
Mrs. Cook:

Don't forget to read your prediction over one time to check for
errors. Okay, let's share your predictions.

Student:

The family will get a lot of money.

Student:

The familv will be rich.
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Mrs. Cook:

Why do you think that?

Student:

I don't know.

Student:

JT will get into trouble.

Student:

He will have dinner and tell the man about the cat.

NIrs. Cook:

Those are all good predictions.

She reminded the students of what was contained in a friendly letter and had them
begin to read pages 50-58. She used Round Robin Reading during the group setting. At
the close o f this oral reading time, Mrs. Cook reminded the students that she should be
able to tell that they were reading the book when they wrote their letters. She then sent
them back to work on their worktasks and called up the next group.
This group consisted o f six students who were reading the same book as the
previous group. When asked why she did not meet with all of these students at one time,
Mrs. Cook said she did not have the space to accommodate that many students at once.
As before, she had the students look through the pictures and predict what was going to
happen next. She then had a short discussion about the text.
Mrs. Cook:

What was the big thing that happened yesterday?

Student;

JT made a house for the cat and didn't go back to school.

Student:

He forgot about his grandma.

Mrs. Cook:

How did grandma find the place? She took a taxi didn't she?
Write your predictions.

(As with the previous group, Mrs. Cook left for a short amount o f time to check on the
rest o f the class. When she retumed, she had the students share their predictions.)
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Student:

JT's grandmother will be happy to see him because she has not
seen him in a long time.

She had the students read a few pages Round Robin style and then reminded them
to make sure and write their friendly letters. This same cycle continued with a group of
students reading the novel Ramona and another group of students reading a book from
the Literacy 2000 series. She finally ended the reading block by calling up Lin who was
an English language learner.
Mrs. Cook said she felt it necessarv' to work individually with Lin because her
knowledge o f English was very limited, and she was nowhere near the third-grade level.
During this lesson, Mrs. Cook had Lin read a simple decodable text called Max. At the
end of the reading, she w'orked with Lin on writing words. Mrs. Cook dictated the words
and Lin wTOte them. When Lin misspelled a word. Mrs. Cook used sound lines to help
her sound out the word. Her dictation consisted o f the high frequency w'ords and, he.
like, and the. Mrs. Cook also used magnetic letters and had Lin spell the words with
these letters.
Another observed strategy during this time was the use o f picture cards. Mrs.
Cook had Lin name the picture and then place it in a group. Lin put a boat and a bus
together because "you can drive them.'' She then moved the boat next to the cup because
"they both have water.” Finally, she put bov and bed together because "the boy sleeps in
the bed.” At this time Mrs. Cook put out two cards, one with a b and one with a c. She
had Lin sort the cards by beginning sound, which she did successfully. Mrs. Cook added
a few more pictures to the pile and sent Lin back to her seat to paste the pictures imder
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the b or ç. Mrs. Cook said she had learned many these strategies from Project LIFE (an
early intervention model developed within the district).
Sustained Silent Reading
During a separate time each day, Mrs. Cook allowed her students to read a self
selected book. This time allotment was usually 10 minutes. She did not monitor what
the students were reading at this time or if the text w'as at an instructional level. She felt
this short block of time was merely for pleasure reading and would contribute to the
students' motivation to read.
In summary, Mrs. Cook’s literacy structure prior to implementing Project STARS
consisted of pulling small ability groups to check on comprehension and oral reading.
She monitored and assigned how much o f the selected book her students read. She used
seatwork and centers to engage the students when they were not meeting with her and
monitored these students closely for any off-task behavior. She also allowed a short
block o f time daily for students to read in self-selected texts. Mrs. Cook felt competent in
her ability to pull and work within these small groups during the school day. Now' that
Mrs. Cook’s existing literacy structure has been described, the theme of selection o f the
Project STARS participants will be presented.
Selection of the Project ST.A.RS Participants
In selecting the students to receive the Projects STARS intervention, Mrs. Cook
relied both on her personal knowledge o f the students and the assessment tools suggested
during her Project STARS class. She selected three students to receive the Project
STARS intervention - derrick, Keone, and April. She placed derrick and April in the
group specifically for comprehension problems. This was confirmed through the
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administration of the IRI. Mrs. Cook said she was far more concerned about Keone. He
was a new smdent to the school and was from Hawaii. His English was somew'hat
broken, and she w'as not sure what his first language was. Mrs. Cook said Keone was
struggling in all aspects o f his literacy development —reading, writing, and spelling. This
assumption was confirmed through the assessments that were administered. She also
defined him as somewhat o f a behavior problem in that he was constantly off-task. and
his desk was separated from the other students so he would not disturb them during the
school day. She wanted to work with Keone in the small group while she determined
whether she should or should not refer him for special education. All three o f these
smdents also received intervention with the RIP teacher.
In summary, Mrs. Cook used her personal knowledge of her smdents to select
them for the Project STARS intervention. She then assessed them using the assessment
tools suggested in the Project STARS class to verifv' the decisions she had made. Mrs.
Cook wrote in her reflective log that her instructional goals for this group were to “teach
the group reading strategies, and improve confidence levels.” Again, she felt this to be
particularly necessary for Keone who scored significantly lower than the other two
participants on his MRP self concept score.
Implementation of the Project STARS Model
Having selected the smdents for the Project STARS group, Mrs. Cook began to
implement the Project STARS model in her classroom. In general, she followed the same
sequence o f instruction presented in her Project STARS class. This section describes that
implementation.
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Mrs. Cook began implementing the Project STARS model at the end o f
September and, because she was familiar with intervention models, seemed to have no
problems implementing the model in its entirely as previously described. She began by
calling the STARS group to the front table. They were reading Nate the Great and the
Missing Kev. She had them read pages 16-22 to themselves. This was previously read
material and served as the rereading portion o f the model. As they read, Mrs. Cook laid
out picture cards from the Words Their Wav (Bear et al., 1996) book. Since all three of
these students were assessed as being at the letter name stage according to the results of
the QSI, she felt that this sort was an appropriate strategy. After the rereading, the
students selected the following categories for sorting the cards: “kids that are doing
something and kids that aren’t, animals and not animals, dead and alive things, and things
you can use and things you can’t.”
After the students completed this open sort, Mrs. Cook said the name o f each
picture for the students, and they noticed that all the words began with s. She quickly put
the sorting cards away and told the group that they would sort them another way
tomorrow. She reminded them that all o f the words started with an s blend and to keep
that in mind. She then began a discussion with the group.
Mrs. Cook:

Who can tell me what has happened so far in Nate the Great.
What’s it about?

April:

Nate the Great and the missing keys. They have to find the keys
and Oliver’s house.

Mrs. Cook:

Who lost the keys?

Jerrick:

Annie, so she can’t get in her house for the birthday party.
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Mrs. Cook:

Why did she get Nate the Great?

April:

Because he solves mysteries.

Mrs. Cook:

Who is in the picture?

Jerrick:

Oliver. He likes science things.

Mrs. Cook:

What’s he do with them?

Keone:

Collects them.

Mrs. Cook:

Yes, he saves them.

Keone:

Flowers and can.

Mrs. Cook:

Why did Nate the Great go to Oliver’s?

April:

He likes shiny things. He might have picked them up.

(At this point Mrs. Cook and the students engaged in a choral reading o f a few' pages o f
text. The discussion then continued.)
Mrs. Cook:

Why did one go North and one go South?

Jerrick:

Nate the Great doesn’t like Oliver.

Mrs. Cook:

Because he is a pest.

(Again, they read a page o f text together.)
NIrs. Cook:

What do they mean by bank?

Keone:

What do they keep in a bank?

April:

Money! Lots o f money.

Mrs. Cook:

Read pages 26, 27, and 28 by yourself.

(The students began to read, and Mrs. Cook left the group to circulate through the
classroom and check on the students at their seats. She then retumed to the STARS
group.)
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Mrs. Cook;

Today's response journal will be little bit different. I have written
questions that I want you to answ'er. Remember to use capitals and
periods and use a dictionary if you have to look something up for
spelling. I want you to be done in 10 minutes.

She sent the students back to their desks to complete the response questions while
she again checked on the students doing seatwork. After a short time. Mrs. Cook called
the STARS group back to the table where she checked on their responses. All of the
students WTote incomplete sentences, and she had them tell her what the sentence should
say, and how it should be fixed. She did not comment on the content o f what they had
written but went through each journal either giving praise for a correct sentence or
attending to an incorrect one. At the end of the lesson she sent the students back to their
seats to complete their worktasks.
As she began implementation, Mrs. Cook’s greatest concern was the amount of
time that she was supposed to spend daily with the STARS group. She planned on
implementing the intervention daily for the full 30 minutes as suggested in her Project
STARS class. She stated that she would feel more confident when she had a concrete
idea o f what the STARS group was supposed to look like. Except for the time constraint,
she was not concemed about pulling the students into a group because she w'as used to
using grouping strategies in her instmction. However, she did state that she was
concemed about her second language student Lin and wanted to make sure she had
enough time in the day to work with her individually. Further, she hoped that the Project
STARS class would give her strategies to support this student’s learning as well. These
concems were reflected both in interviews and in her response log.
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As Mrs. Cook began to implement and refine the model, she struggled with
whether or not she was correctly implementing the components. For example, when Mrs.
Cook began adding the running record portion to her Project STARS group, she was
worried that she was not doing them correctly or frequently enough to become proficient.
She recorded in her reflective log on October 17th:
We worked on running records. I haven’t done more than two with my STARS
group. I still haven’t mastered the time schedule for their reading group. Many
people in class seem to share my frustration. Where do you find the time?
Throughout the entire observation period. Mrs. Cook remained consistent in
meeting with the Project STARS group on a daily basis. She also implemented the
intervention in her classroom without much deviation from the prescribed manner. One
area she discussed with me constantly was her concern about “stepping out of the
conversation.” She was very concemed that she controlled the group discussion and was
having a verv' difficult time not using the conversation merely as a way of checking
whether or not the students read and understood the text.
This was evident in the previous example in that most o f the questions Mrs. Cook
asked were to check on the students’ basic understanding o f the text and not to determine
their feelings or connections to the book. During the conversation, there w'ere 22
exchanges of conversation o f which 12 were controlled by Mrs. Cook. Fully, more than
one half of the conversation was controlled by her. As Mrs. Cook attended the Project
STARS class, she began to consider the importance of relinquishing the control o f the
conversation and asking different types o f questions. This attempt was observed on
December 7th during a text discussion of The Lonelv Giant:
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Mrs. Cook:

Have vou ever heard the word lonelv?

Keone:

Nobody would play with you.

April:

Sitting at your mom’s house, and youwant to go

Mrs. Cook:

Have you ever been lonely?

Keone:

When I was sitting in line and no one would play with me.

Jerrick:

Last year when no one was outside because it was so cold.

Mrs. Cook:

play.

This is a book called The Lonelv Giant. Why do you suppose he
might be lonely?

Keone:

Maybe there are no other giants.

April:

He’s so big!

Mrs. Cook:

Is there another character?

Keone:

A little girl.

April:

An old woman.

Jerrick:

I saw' the words.

Mrs. Cook:

Good. What’s the giant doing?

Keone:

Snooping.

April:

Watching.

Mrs. Cook:

What are the strange words out o f the window.

All:

Clickety clack.

Mrs. Cook:

What could make that?

April:

Sewing.

Jerrick:

Knitting.

Keone:

He looks like Nostradamus.
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Mrs. Cook:

What does the giant do?

April:

Try' and get in the window.

Keone:

His glasses come off.

Mrs. Cook:

Look on page tw'o. Once upon a time. That's how' a fairy' tale
starts. (She reads the rest of the page.) What does it mean to notice
someone?

Jerrick:

You know that they are there.

Mrs. Cook:

UTiy do they have green and black print?

Jerrick:

That’s when they are talking.

Though Mrs. Cook still used some questions to check on comprehension, she also
included questions that would allow' the students to make personal connections to the
text. Also, during the 29 exchanges that occurred during the discussion. Mrs. Cook
controlled only 10. This was clearly a decline from her controlling over half of the
conversation to her controlling only a third. At the end of the discussion. Mrs. Cook had
the students take turns reading the text. Throughout she cued them to skip the word and
come back to it when they stumbled or came to a word they did not know'. Again, by
suggesting a strategy rather than giving the word, Mrs. Cook felt she was allow'ing the
students to have more control of the group and, eventually, more control over their own
learning.
At the close of the reading, Mrs. Cook had the students finish reading the story
and answer the two following questions in their response logs: (a) Why do you think the
giant is lonely; and, (b) Why does the old woman ignore the giant? She reminded them
to write in complete sentences and sent them back to their seats to work.
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After a short amount o f time, Mrs. Cook checked on the progress o f the group
members and reminded them to answer the questions in a complete sentence. She
specifically said to Keone. "did you forget what ends a sentence?” She then allowed the
students to share what they had written.
Jerrick:

No one other giant was by him.

April:

There was only one giant.

Keone:

Because he never had a friend.

Jerrick:

I wonder why?

Keone:

He's too big.

April:

She was trying to make clothes for the giant.

Keone:

She was making him a hat.

Jerrick:

She was knitting.

Mrs. Cook:

What did she make him?

Jerrick:

Hat, gloves, scarf, and socks.

Mrs. Cook:

How do we know the giant was happy?

Keone:

He got a hat, gloves, scarf, and socks.

Jerrick:

The old lady made him something.

Mrs. Cook:

Yes, but how do we know he was happy?

April:

The giant brought her wood.

Keone:

The giant smiles.

Jerrick:

At the end the giant is knitting for her.

During this discussion, Mrs. Cook controlled only 3 of the 17 exchanges. Again,
this reflected Mrs. Cook's conscious effort to allow the students more control o f their
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discussions. At this time Mrs. Cook sent April and Jerrick back to their seats but kept
Keone so she could read with him individually. He read accurately but very slowly, and
she asked him to take the book home so that he could read it to his mom and his tmcle.
This type o f discussion about the text with follow-up reading and recording in response
logs are what Keone, April, and Jerrick engaged in for the remainder o f the observations.
In summary, with the exception o f the w ord study component. Mrs. Cook
implemented Project STARS with little deviation from the suggested structure. Once the
structure was in place, her main emphasis w as on refining already existing components,
especially text discussion. She wrote in her final evaluation:
I like the idea o f the small books for these readers. I have been more
conscientious about choosing appropriate leveled material and choosing
appropriate skills to work on. I see an increase in reading strategies and more
information in response logs. I enjoy working with the struggling readers more
now than before. I also have a greater understanding of the reading process.
Selectively Changing Literacv Instruction with the Rest o f the Class
The Project STARS model also influenced Mrs. Cook's general literacy
instruction, as she wrote in her final evaluation:
I have used many of the ideas learned from the Project ST.ARS class with my
other students. I have also found m yself questioning some reading activities I
have been doing for years and their benefits to the students. I am using reading
strategies more often with all o f my students.
This section describes four ways in which Mrs. Cook's general literacy practice was
influenced: (a) a shift from ability grouping to reading workshop (b), the use of
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questioning strategies and discussion techniques, (c) the use of word sorting activities
during spelling instruction, and (d) the use of components of the model in dealing with
her second language student.
Shifting Her Structure
Throughout the semester that she was involved in the Project STARS class. Mrs.
Cook changed her reading structure several times. She was not frustrated by pulling all
the groups but felt immense frustration in not having time to work adequately within each
group. This was exhibited by the fact that she changed her reading time from morning to
afternoon five different times during the semester. At one time, she even tried splitting
the time between the morning and afternoon, but this did not seem to solve the problem.
This fhistration was probably compounded by the small space in which she was
working. During the five months that I was in her classroom, she rearranged the room 12
times and really seemed to be struggling with a configuration that would give her more
space for center-ty'pe activities. All the factors seemed to have contributed to Mrs.
Cook's readiness to completely change her structure.
During the first week of November she told me that she would like to try' a
Reader's Workshop. She said she had been hearing about it from other STARS
participants and thought it might be the stmcture she was looking for to "get it all done.”
She spent a lot of time thinking about this change, and, at the end of November, she
began to implement what she identified as a Reader’s Workshop.
She started the workshop by teaching the students how to choose a book using the
five-finger method and discussed with them the importance of reading an appropriate
level text. She also went over how to do a retelling both in writing and orally. She felt
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that these retellings would help her determine if the students were actually reading and
understanding. Additionally, she created assignments for each child to complete during
the week. She implemented these assignments after the students got used to reading for
longer blocks of time. An example of a typical assignment was:
Tuesday:

Character question
Favorite part

Wednesday:

Problem
Predict

Mrs. Cook generally began these workshop times by having the students take out
their SSR books and setting an egg timer for a specified amount of time. WTien the timer
went off, the students worked on worktasks or completed their workshop assignments.
During this time o f silent reading, she pulled her Project STARS group and then Lin for
instruction. V,Tien she finished with these two groupings, she took a status o f the class.
This was recorded in a notebook set up specifically for the workshop and included a tab
for each o f the students with copies of the following sheet:
Reader's Workshop Sheet
Name
Date
Title/page #
Remarks
Reads will orally
Understanding
Applies skills
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Project completed
She felt that through this recording process she could keep track of what each
child was doing. She articulated a concern about allowing the students to just write in
response logs without attending to specific skills. She was ver\' concerned about being
too traditional yet really believed that her students needed to have command over certain
skills. She also discussed the demands o f the curriculum versus where the students really
were, and how a teacher could possibly accommodate all o f this.
After two weeks o f workshop Mrs. Bailey discussed with me the fact that she was
very uncomfortable with this whole workshop idea. She felt she was not meeting her
students’ needs. Her original intent was to pull the students into a group once or twice
ever}' week, and she did not feel that was an adequate amount o f time for her to spend
with her students. An example o f one o f these small group shares was observed shortly
after Mrs. Cook began implementation o f the workshop.
After she called a small number o f students to the group, she reminded them that
they needed to put effort into their reading and keep their contracts up to date. As Mrs.
Cook opened the group up to share, she asked about their reactions to the books they
were reading.
Kristine:

It’s a good book.

Mrs. Cook:

Why?

Kristine:

It’s really funny. Cassie pushed Margaret Mary into the pool, and
then Margaret Mary threw a bucket on her.

Mrs. Cook then reminded the students that she wanted them to include the main
character, setting, and main problem when they talked about their books. Kristine
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answered these questions for Mrs. Cook and read her favorite part of the stor\\ Mrs.
Cook then allowed the other student to ask Kristine questions.
Drew:

How many pages are in the book?

Mrs. Cook:

How did you feel about the main character?

Kristine:

I liked her.

Mrs. Cook:

What could you ask her to make sure she really read?
What will you read next?

Kristine:

The Ghost at Sundown because I like ghost stories and mysteries.

Brianna:

I am reading Anastasia.

Mrs. Cook:

What were some of the things she was really worried about in the
book?

Brianna read her favorite part of the stoiy and, at this point, Mrs. Cook ended the group
because reading time was over for the day.
In summaiy, Mrs. Cook continued with this workshop structure until Christmas
break. Several times she expressed to me her concern about not meeting the needs of all
her smdents when she saw them so infrequently. She was also very concerned about
whether or not they were actually reading during this time. This concern about the
students actually reading was reflected in her asking the students to include the literaiy
elements as they discussed the books they were reading. Though she had previously
expressed a desire to change her strategies during text discussion, during these small
group shares, this did not occur. This return to controlling the discussion reflected Mrs.
Cook’s concern as to whether or not the students were actually reading during the
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workshop. In the end, Mrs. Cook abandoned this structure and returned to her grouping
patterns.
Questioning Strategies/Discussion Techniques
During many interviews, Mrs. Cook expressed her concern about directing and
taking over the conversation when she met with her students in small groups. During the
observations in the classroom, Mrs. Cook made a concerted effort to discontinue Round
Robin Reading and replace it with text discussion. This was evident through the many
discussion examples described previously. As she continued to progress through the
Project STARS class, she allowed the students to contribute more to the conversation as
she contributed less. For example, in the short discussion below. Mrs. Cook spoke only
twice while the students spoke five times.
Mrs. Cook:

Fill me in on chapter one. What does it mean "Before Breakfast?"

Brian:

He was going to kill it. He had a gun.

Sheny:

No. it was ax.

Brian:

He liked to shoot things.

Mrs. Cook:

What about the ax? Do farmers do this a lot? Kill runts?

Brian:

They’re too small.

Jeffrey:

They're weak.

During an interview in January, she told me that this was far different then her
typical exchange pattern which closely resembled the initiate, respond, evaluate pattern.
This attempt to change her questioning techniques and patterns was present in both the
regular and Project STARS group. However, when Mrs. Cook attempted to implement
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the workshop, her concern about the students reading the text overrode her concern about
controlling the conversation.
Word Study
Mrs. Cook seemed to be highly impacted by the word study portion o f the STARS
model. However, she did not seem to find this as difficult to implement as Mrs. Bailey.
She was already giving three spelling lists to ability-grouped students and was familiar
with developmental spelling levels. However, the activities she used to instruct the
students were typically the traditional methods o f writing the word a number o f times and
using it in a sentence or stoty.
Though she started by using the word sorting activities with only her Project
STARS group and Lin, by the middle o f November, Mrs. Cook was using the activities
with all o f her groups. This became evident during an observation of her spelling
instruction during November.
During this block o f spelling instruction. Mrs. Cook called the Raiders spelling
group up for instruction. Mrs. Cook provided each student with a word study journal and
asked the students to open it to a clean page. Previously she had voiced a concern to me
that the students were not doing well on their weekly spelling tests and that they were not
transferring the new words into their daily writing. She felt that changing to a word study
method might be more beneficial than the traditional method of writing each word three
times and then writing them in a sentence.
Mrs. Cook posted a new word list and called the students' attention to it. She
asked the students to read the words with her. They read, "splotch, straight, screen,
sprain, splint, scruff}', streak, straw, stream, screw, splice, sprawl, scratch, spread, and
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spring." She then asked the students if they could find a rule for these words. One of
them told her that all of the words had s blends. She positively reinforced the student and
told the group that these were all three-letter s blends. She asked them to write down the
rule and all the words and then return to their seats.
The next group she called up was the Green Bay Packers. She started the lesson
by reading down the list of words:
Stranger, scratched, splinter, scrawny, scribble, sprightly. Does anyone have an
idea o f the rule so far? Sprocket, spleen, splendid, strategy, strength, stretcher,
stroller, splendor, sprinkle, strategies, and scrumptious.
By the time she finished reading, most o f the students had identified the words as having
three-letter s blends. Mrs. Cook reiterated the rule and reminded the students that they
would be looking for the three-letter s blends during the week. She had them copy the
words into their word study journals and sent them back to their seats.
She then called up a third group. The students in this spelling group were also
the participants in her Project STARS group. She posted this groups spelling words and
read them with the students. The words were "scrub, spray, sprang, scrap, spring, street,
spring, strip, scrape, splash, strand, string, scram, and strike." She told the students that
they were working on three-letter s blends and instructed them to write the words in their
word study journal and underline the s blends. She commented that she was trying to
include her phonics instruction within the spelling lessons so that the students could
begin to make connections between spelling and phonics. She also said that she had
moved spelling instruction closer to writing instruction because it made sense to her. As
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she sent the students back from spelling instruction, they would work on a writing
activity.
She concluded this lesson by bringing all the groups together and reviewing what
a three-letter s blend was. She placed two columns on the board and labeled them
“Follows rule. Does not follow rule." She began to call out words and the students told
her where each word went:
Follows rule

Does not follow rule

strut

stamp

sprinkle

plump

stretch

thrust

strong

slice

straight

smelly

strike

stop

spring

speaker

stranger
strangle
stretches
She then asked the students if this reminded them of anything. Several of the
students replied that it reminded them of their spelling lists. She told them that they were
going to start a list o f three-letter s blends to hang in the room and reminded them that
they could find these words in dictionaries, books, and magazines. She closed the lesson
by telling the students that they would be sorting the words and going on a word hunt
later in the week.
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This word study component was continued throughout the remainder o f the
observations and seemed firmly embedded in Mrs. Cook’s literacy instruction. This
strategy, though removed from the Projects STARS group, was frequently used with Lin.
Mrs. Cook's English language learner.
Working with Lin
At the beginning of the year. Mrs. Cook had Lin read simple decodable texts, do
simple word sorting activities, and complete veiy simple phonics sheets. However,
during her attendance at the Project STARS classes, Mrs. Cook began to see the
importance o f placing Lin in materials that would support comprehension development.
This was observed in January during a lesson Mrs. Cook had with Lin using a
Henrv and Mudge text. Mrs. Cook began the lesson with word dictation. She said she
used this procedure to determine whether or not Lin had mastered the pattern she was
working on. The words were “made, cape, face, fine. pine. bite, white, and rice.'’ Lin
had some problems with these words, and Mrs. Cook told her that they would do more
sorting activities.
She then listened to Lin read from Henrv and Mudge. After reading for a few
minutes, Mrs. Cook engaged Lin in a discussion about the text.
Mrs. Cook:

UTiy would Mudge like it when Henry is home sick?

Lin:

I don’t know.

Mrs. Cook:

If Henry is home sick, does Mudge have someone to play with?

(Mrs. Cook had Lin reread a portion o f the text to find the answer to her
question.)
Mrs. Cook:

Why does he like it when Henry’s home sick?
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Lin:

Mudge gets the food. The crackers.

(At this point, Lin had reversed the names o f the characters, and they discussed for a few
minutes which character had which name.)
Lin:

He’s giving him all his food.

Mrs. Cook:

i^Tiat are germs?

Lin:

These. (She pretends to sneeze and holds up her hand.)

Mrs. Cook:

WTien you sneeze, the germs come out.

She had Lin read some more of the text and did a quick lesson on how to say the
word like. Lin wanted to pronounce it lick. Mrs. Cook had her reread it with the
incorrect word and asked if it made sense. Though the discussion was short, it was the
first time that Lin and Mrs. Cook had a discussion about a text that Lin was reading.
Mrs. Cook felt it important that Lin not perceive reading as just saying the word correctly
so she included discussing the text to aid her in comprehension development.
In summary, throughout the Project STARS development. Mrs. Cook struggled
with finding a structure which would allow her to work with all of her students in an
adequate manner. She made several scheduling changes and eventually changed her
entire reading program in her search for the best way to do this. She voiced major
concerns about this new structure and never really developed the comfort necessary to
keep it in place.
Mrs. Cook selected strategies which enhanced the instruction she was already
doing. She was quite effective at pulling small groups and chose questioning and
discussion techniques as two components to increase the effectiveness o f this small group
instruction.
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These choices were also apparent with her work with Lin. She began to include
comprehension instruction and leveled texts to ensure that Lin would not suffer
comprehension problems. Finally, Mrs. Cook began to include word study activities
within her spelling instruction. She actually found this easy to implement since she
already had placed the students on three separate lists and was quite adept at pulling
small groups.
Returning to the Original Structure with Modifications
Upon returning from Christmas break, Mrs. Cook returned to her more familiar
circle, seat, and center rotation and placed the students into groups for reading. This was
observed in late January when she called one of these groups up to discuss the selected
novel, Charlotte’s Web. She told the members o f the group to find a paragraph to read to
the rest of the participants and tell why the passage was selected. After the first student
read, the group had a short discussion on what it meant to be a runt. Mrs. Cook
explained to the students that on a farm keeping a runt alive would cost the farmer
money. The group had a discussion about what was small. They could not decide, and
one child said that all pigs were bom small so they should all be killed. They then
proceeded with a discussion about the pig’s name.
Sherry:

The farmer gives the pig to Fern.

Mrs. Cook:

Why name a pig Wilbur?

Sherry:

It’s sweet.

Diane:

It’s cute.

Mrs. Cook:

If you had a pig, what would you name it?

Jeffrey:

Stinky.
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. Brian:

Hairy.

(Mrs. Cook asked what page each child wanted to read. She recorded this on a sheet of
paper. Diane read first.)
Mrs. Cook:

What does it mean Fern was enchanted?

Diane:

It means happy.

NIrs. Cook:

Why is she feeding Fera with a bottle?

Diane:

Wilbur is separated from his mom.

Jeffrey:

Maybe his mom died.

Brian read next. Mrs. Cook asked him why he selected the passage. He told her
he liked it because it was “oozy, sticky, and everyday was a happy day." Sheny read her
passage next. She had difficult}' with a word; Mrs. Cook prompted her to skip the word,
read to the end o f the passage, and come back to the word.
Mrs. Cook:

What does it look like will happen in the end?

Jeffrey:

They are going to eat him because he is nice and plump.

Jeffrey read his section last and said he liked it because “it's cute when Wilbur
was in the carriage with the doll."
Mrs. Cook:

What does Fern have to do now?

All:

Sell Wilbur.

At the close of the lesson, she sent the smdents back to their seats and circulated
the room to check on those doing seat work. This circle, seat, and center rotation was the
same structure present at the beginning of the observations. However, though Mrs. Cook
returned to her original structure, there were shifts in what occurred within each small
group. Instead o f using Round Robin reading and questions for comprehension checks.
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Mrs. Cook now used the small groups to facilitate more discussion about the texts that
were being read.
Mrs. Cook had also reformed the Project STARS group and had added two more
students, John and Drew. She was very concerned about their ability to write what they
had read about and suspected that they might need some comprehension work. Keone
was no longer present in the group. He had moved to another school shortly after
returning from Christmas break.
During the observation she called the four students to the table and had them read
the summaries they had written about their novel. Witches D on't Do Back Flips. Mrs.
Cook did a brief lesson on the key words for summarizing and showed them how to
incorporate these words into their summaries. She next had the students write a
prediction about what would happen in the next chapter o f the story and say why. She
reminded Drew and John that predictions didn’t necessarily have to be correct but must
make sense. Finally, she dismissed the group to return to their seats, read chapter 10, and
confirm or disconfirm their predictions. Mrs. Cook had April remain at the table in order
to take a running record. She also had her do a retelling o f the story. She reminded April
to take the book home and reread chapter one to her mother.
In summary, by January without the support of the Project STARS class, Mrs.
Cook implemented the intervention in her classroom as she had from the beginning. The
students reread for the first five minutes in books of their choice, the book on which they
were currently working, or their own response journals. This component was followed
by some type o f comprehension strategy and text discussion. The students were then
given an assignment to continue reading and writing on their own. Mrs. Cook pulled
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each child once a week to do a running record and discuss the miscues. She did this
either during the rereading block or right after the lesson. Generally, at the close o f this
lesson, Mrs. Cook pulled Lin and worked one-on-one with her.
Summary
Prior to the implementation o f the Projects STARS model. Mrs. Cook used a
structure for literacy instruction which included worktasks (seatwork), pulling small
ability groups, and a short block o f sustained silent reading. Upon implementing Project
STARS she attempted to shift her structure to what she identified as a workshop
approach. However, her concerns about this workshop type o f instruction were too great,
and she eventually returned to her existing literacy structure with some modifications.
These modifications were apparent within each o f her small ability groups in the
areas o f questioning and discussion techniques. She consciously made an effort to allow
the students more interaction during the discussions and to move beyond questions that
were merely checking the students literal comprehension o f the story. Additionally, she
implemented the word study component with all o f the spelling groups present within her
classroom.
Mrs. Cook’s implementation of the Project STARS model followed the guidelines
suggested in class with one exception. She eventually pulled the word study component
out o f the model since she decided to use it with all o f her students. At the close of the
observations, she had reformed the Project STARS group to include two students she
believed would benefit from the intervention. Her literacy structure appeared the same
but significant changes had occurred in her instruction of the small groups.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION
This study explored the changes two intermediate teachers made in literacy
instruction as they implemented an intervention model within their classrooms. In the
following section, I discuss the results of the study by focusing on the questions that
guided the study. Following this discussion, 1 consider the implications for both teaching
and teaching education as well as suggestions for future research. However, 1 first open
the section with a discussion of the limitations of the study.

Limitations
The greatest limitation to the study is the subjective nature o f my interpretation.
Under the theoretical framework o f symbolic interactionism. I interpreted the meanings
that my participants created while interacting with their students. While I belong to a
group that holds shared perspectives, these interpretations are clearly my own. Also, it is
important to consider that my interpretation is influenced and inseparable from my past
and the created meanings I hold in the area of education. This is particularly important
since I was a classroom teacher and a designer of the Project STARS model.
Second, the study included only two teachers and though these findings are
important to the overall phenomenon of change, they are also inseparable from the
context in which they are embedded.

Part of this context was the two teachers’

participation in a professional development course for which they received three
77
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professional development credits applicable towards increases on the pay schedule and
recertification of their licenses. It was. therefore, necessaiy to pass the class, and this
could have influenced the actual implementation of the model in these teachers’
classrooms.
Finally, because this is a study of change, it is important to consider that the
length o f the study might, in fact, be a limitation. It has been well documented in the
literature that real change takes time, and though this study is certainly longer that what is
seen in one-shot staff development sessions, it still may not have been long enough. I
now continue with a discussion of the two research questions.

Question 1: How do intermediate teachers change their literacy practice with regard to
struggling readers as they implement an intervention model within their classrooms?
Because it is important to understand what occurred both before and after the
implementation of the intervention model, this question is discussed in three different
areas: (a) defining struggling, (b) getting through the class, and (c) retaining/discarding
the model.
Defining Struggling
When asked to select students for inclusion in the Project STARS intervention,
both teachers used their personal knowledge of the students to aid in the selection. They
did not test every student in the class and then make the placements. They selected
students based upon their previous interactions with them and then used the assessment
tools as a way o f verifying the choices they had made. In Mrs. Cook’s case, all of the
students did, in fact, fall within the parameters for inclusion in the intervention.
However, in Mrs. Bailey’s case this was not so; still, she made the decision to include
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those students falling outside of the testing parameters in the intervention. Her reasons
were to focus behavior and to reinforce the language o f an English language learner.
Mrs. Cook and Mrs. Bailey both had notions o f what defined struggling. In the
case of Mrs. Bailey, this notion fell outside of merely struggling with academics, in this
case reading, as determined by the given assessment tools. She particularly focused on
behavior and language as indicators o f struggling. In her day-to-day classroom
experiences, she was concerned that these two students' learning would be impeded due
to what she perceived as barriers and broadened her inclusivitv' to take into account these
additional barriers and include them in her notion o f struggling.
Getting Through the Class
While attending their Project STARS classes both Mrs. Bailey and Mrs. Cook
implemented the model as suggested by their class facilitators. The designed course
syllabus delineated this suggested sequence (see appendix E) so both teachers began
implementation and added components in the same general time frame. This would
suggest that attendance o f the Project STARS class did have some influence since they
made a conscious decision to ny and implement the model. Also, because there were no
district mandates on attendance of this professional development and neither teacher was
compensated monetarily (i.e., receiving a stipend), this would seem to verif}' within this
context Taylor’s (1996) assertion that intermediate teachers are looking for ways to help
the struggling readers within their classrooms.
Retaining/Discarding the Model
As discussed previously, both teachers implemented the intervention while
receiving support from the Project STARS class. However, when this support was
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removed, only Mrs. Cook continued implementation; Mrs. Bailey discontinued the
implementation. It is important to consider the reasons that one teacher would continue
while another teacher who received the same support would not.
Both Mrs. Cook and Mrs. Bailey had well defined and internalized structures for
teaching literacy in their classrooms prior to the implementation o f the innovation. These
two structures were very different from each other. Mrs. Cook was used to grouping
students based upon abilitv' and accommodating the rest of the class with what she called
worktasks. This idea o f grouping students by abilitv' to receive the intervention fit well
into her existing structure. This was further evidenced when upon returning from
Christmas break, Mrs. Cook reformed the group to include two more students. This
change in the group did not seem to create a difficulty for Mrs. Cook.
This was not true of Mrs. Bailey. Though she consistently met with groups for
small group shares, these groups were not ability-based, and she had concerns about
isolating tlie STARS group from the rest of the class. Further, her basic structure for
teaching literacy was to provide instruction in a whole group and then accommodate
students on an individual basis through short conferences. Spending 30 minutes per day
with a small group of students took away from this individual conference time. So when
the reassessment results indicated that only one student was still performing below grade
level, she could not rationalize continuing with the intervention.
It could be suggested that the classroom structures teachers use impact the
implementation of innovations. Mrs. Cook’s model was one that supported pulling small
groups; Mrs. Bailey’s did not. For successful implementation to occur, perhaps
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consideration should be given to matching the design of the model with the overall
literacy structure of the classroom.
Another problem that could have affected the overall implementation o f the
model was the inclusion o f the students who were not actually struggling in the area of
reading. Guskey (1985. 1986) asserted that real change occurs when teachers see a
practice actually work with their students. The inclusion of these students may have
nullified the model in that Mrs. Bailey did not see an increase in achievement in the two
students that were already functioning at grade level or above. Unlike Mrs. Cook, Mrs.
Bailey did not reform the group to include other students. Though she acknowledged
that she had other struggling readers in the classroom, she did not feel it was necessary to
include these students in the intervention since they were already receiving services from
the on-site reading specialist. This confirms Allington’s (1996) notion that many
teachers feel they are released of the responsibilitv' for teaching struggling readers who
receive services from specialists.
Finally, it should be considered that effective professional development must have
in place mechanisms to provide continuous feedback and long-term follow-up (LoucksHorsley & Stiegelbauer, 1991). Because her overall structure was seemingly misaligned
with the intervention model, Mrs. Bailey may not have received the support and feedback
necessary to continue implementation.

Question 2: What changes occur in teachers’ planning for and instruction of other
smdents in the classroom as a result of the implementation o f the model?
Through an analysis o f the data, it became apparent that both teachers did in fact
change the instruction o f the other smdents based upon what they had learned in the
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Project STARS class. For Mrs. Cook tliese changes were most obvious in the areas of
questioning and discussion techniques within her small groups and in the implementation
of word study with her spelling groups. In the case o f Mrs. Bailey, these changes were
most obvious within her whole group instruction of comprehension strategies, the
implementation of the Repeated Reading Strategv' within her workshop, and. like Mrs.
Cook, the use of word study during her spelling instruction.
Though the expectation was that changes in these teachers' overall literacy
structures would occur, this, in fact, did not happen. Rather, there were modifications to
the already existing structures. This modification was especially noticeable in the case of
Mrs. Cook. She did, throughout the course of the Project STARS class, attempt to shift
her existing structure to a workshop more like Mrs. Bailey’s. However, her concern that
this type o f instruction was not meeting the needs o f the students in her class overrode
this shift, and she ultimately went back to her pattern o f grouping students for instruction.
Mrs. Bailey also attempted a structural shift in that she tried to meet with a small
ability-based group on a daily basis. However, her concerns about isolating students and
damaging their self-esteem, as well as the issue o f spending so much time with a few
students at the expense of others, caused Mrs. Bailey to eventually abandon the model
and return her remaining student to the workshop. Like Mrs. Cook, this shift did not fit
into her existing literacy structure. An assertion could be made that the overall beliefs
held by both teachers were well embedded and did not change; therefore, congruent with
Richardson’s (1996) research, a return to their existing structures was inevitable.
The changes in instruction made by both teachers fit well within their existing
literacy instruction, and according to Cuban (1988), could be classified as second-order
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changes. These second-order changes consist o f changes in thinking, teaching, and
learning. At the end o f the Project STARS class, both teachers articulated that they were
more cognizant o f the literacy instruction they were using with their students.
In Mrs. Cook’s case this was especially noticeable in her changes in discussion
and questioning techniques within her small groups. She made a conscious decision to
change this, and this change was evidenced through the analysis o f her discussions within
these groups. This change extended beyond the groups to her work with her English
language learner, Lin.
Like Mrs. Cook, the adaptations Mrs. Bailey made fit well within her existing
literacy structure. She already used a whole group pattern to embed skill and strateg}'
instruction. She simply made a conscious decision to make this instruction more explicit.
The Repeated Reading Strategy she adopted for use within the workshop structure was
implemented by adding it to the already present workshop.
It was interesting that both teachers, in the end, pulled the word study strategv' out
o f the intervention model and implemented it with all o f their students. Both defined
their existing spelling approaches as traditional, and Mrs. Cook, in particular, voiced
concerns about the transfer o f spelling into daily lessons. This reflected her overall
concern with students attaining necessary skills. She used small groups to implement
these word study activities, and this was consistent with her overall instruction. Mrs.
Bailey also attempted these small spelling groups but, in the end, returned to the whole
group instruction. However, it is important to note that she kept the word study activities.
There are a number of reasons why this component o f word study seemed to
have impacted both teachers in such a strong manner. First, spelling instruction has often
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been disjointed with teachers pulling their own words from vocabulary lists, high
frequency words, or the students’ own writing. This type o f instruction is not sequential
and relies heavily on memoiy (Bear et al.. 1996). Often transfer o f this type of spelling
instruction is not apparent. Second, these word-sorting activities help students to
construct generalizations about words that can be applied to new situations (Bear et al..
1996). Therefore, transfer into daily writing may be more observable. There is also a
strong link between spelling and phonics. Given the political climate of this particular
district, teachers may be searching for methods that increase students’ phonetic
knowledge within spelling instruction. Finally, both teachers said that their
administrators supported this type of spelling instruction, and, in Mrs. Bailey’s case,
additional professional development was provided in this area. These teachers could
have felt supported or coerced by an authority figure in the selection of this particular
component.

Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to look at the changes teachers made in literacy
instruction when implementing an intervention model in their classrooms. The most
important finding was that the changes made were often dictated by the existing literacy
structure within each teacher’s classroom. These literacy structures seemed to be
extensions o f each teacher’s overall philosophy and belief system about the teaching of
literacy. It did not appear that these encompassing belief systems changed as a result of
the Project STARS class.
The changes made were implemented easily into these teachers’ structures and
consisted o f second-order changes (Cuban, 1988). Further, Smylie (1988) suggested
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three antecedents to individual teacher change: psychological, classroom environment,
and the interactive contexts of schools. The psychological aspect seems to be important
in considering the changes that these two teachers made. This aspect includes elements
of teachers’ personal teaching efficacy and suggests that the greater teachers' confidence
in their abilities to manage a classroom and teach children, the more likely they are to
adopt and implement new classroom strategies. Both Mrs. Bailey and Mrs. Cook were
experienced teachers who had designed literacy structures that they felt both managed
children and allowed for instruction. This can be examined in two ways. Both teachers
did in fact implement new teaching strategies which would indicate that they have high
personal teaching efficacy. Secondly, because they both have well developed literacy
structures for managing and teaching children, they would be reticent to change these
existing structures.
Further, Pace (1992) asserted that there exists a tension between an old paradigm
and the language, learning, and new ideas that require a paradigm shift and that teachers
often have difficulty in implementing new instructional strategies while attempting to
maintain the in-place curriculum. Because this innovation was actually created for only a
small group o f students, this tension could have occurred.
Finally, it is important to consider that this professional development course was
designed to enable teachers to implement a model of intervention and not necessarily
change other literacy practice. However, it was found that there were spill-over effects
from the model to general literacy practices. This seemed to occur even in the case
where the intervention model was eventually abandoned.
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Implications for Teaching and Teacher Education
Several implications can be made for teaching and teacher education. Because
both teachers seemed to be highly influenced by their existing structures, it is imperative
that when recommending an innovation the developer make explicit how the innovation
can fit into an existing structure. This would ease the way for the participant in changing
from current practices to new practices. Also, because these existing literacy structures
are often embedded in an individuaTs belief system, it is important that participants
define what beliefs they currently hold (Richardson, 1996). Without an
acknowledgement and understanding o f these current belief systems, long-term changes
will probably not occur (Richardson, 1996).
Also, change has often been defined as a process that takes a long amount of time
and happens in small increments (Fullan, 1991). Though the Projects STARS class was
defined as long-term professional development, there remains a question as to whether
the development provided an appropriate amoimt of support. Accommodations should be
made in teachers’ professional development to support them both during and after the
implementation o f an innovation. Beyond this, it seems important to attempt to create
within schools support groups of teachers when implementing these types o f
interventions.
Finally, because it was discovered that the implementation o f the intervention
model did make an impact on the teachers’ general literacy practice, it is important to
consider how intervention models are designed and disseminated to the participants. By
including elements of best practice in the intervention model itself, it may in fact be
possible to enhance teachers’ overall literacy instruction.
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Suggestions for Future Research
Though the idea o f intervention models has been covered quite extensively in the
literature, the focus has generally been on early intervention and the particular model. As
more intermediate teachers begin to implement intervention models, it seems important to
continue documentation o f their successes or failures with them. Also, because
intervention is a costly process, it would be beneficial to continue with the process of
determining whether or not these teachers change their practice with regard to all students
as well as what the specific benefits are to the students themselves.
It would also be interesting to consider longitudinal studies with relation to the
intervention and the changes that teachers make in implementing these interventions.
The current study focused on supporting teachers for a period o f 15 weeks. Since it has
been determined that the change process takes a long amount of time, it would seem
important to document the changes that are made as teachers are supported both during
and after the innovations.
Finally, because the two different models o f literacy instruction seemed to impact
whether or not the teacher retained the model, it would seem important to look at
different ways o f implementing intervention models in classrooms. This close look at
matching teachers’ overall literacy structures with intervention models could include the
type and length o f support given within the professional development process.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITION OF TERMS
For the purpose of the proposed study, the following terms are defined:
Beliefs. Mental constructs which drive actions (Pajares. 1992; Richardson, 1996).
Change. A shift in classroom practices, beliefs, or attitudes (Guskey. 1986).
Further, change is a process and not an event; change takes a long amount o f time and
carmot happen through one-shot professional development, and it is important to consider
the individual needs, development, and beliefs of each participant (Loucks-Horsley &
Stiegelbauer, 1991).
Earlv intervention. A program designed to use with children at risk in reading
progress after one year o f schooling. The program usually requires a highly trained
specialist who can accelerate children's rate of learning so they succeed when returned to
the regular classroom (Harris & Hodges, 1995).
Guided reading. Reading instruction in which the teacher provides the structure
and purpose for reading and for responding to the material read (Harris & Hodges. 1995).
Reading workshop. The part of a literature-based reading program in which
smdents engage in reading and responding to trade books, including small-group
discussions with the teacher to leam or review key concepts about reading and literature
(Harris & Hodges, 1995).
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Remediation. Teaching that includes diagnosis of a student's reading ability and
corrective, remedial, or clinical approaches to improve that ability. The process o f
correcting a deficiency (Harris & Hodges, 1995)
Sustained silent reading. Blocks of classroom time in which children have the
opportunity to read silently (Allington, 1996).
Three-reading group model. A model o f instruction in which the classroom
teacher groups children homogeneously into three reading groups based upon their like
reading ability. The groups then rotate through the teacher for approximately 20-30
minutes of instruction. When they are not with the teacher, the children are w'orking on
seatwork.
Whole-group novel reading. A model of instruction in which all the students in
the classroom participate in the reading of the same novel. This is often implemented
through oral round-robin reading and followed by seatwork to provide a comprehension
check.
Word sort. A vocabulary-development and word-study activity in which words
on cards are grouped according to designated categories, as by spelling patterns, vowel
sounds, and shared meanings (Harris & Hodges, 1995).
Word studv. Practice in word identification, as in phonics and structural analysis.
Word study also includes spelling practice and vocabulary building activities (Harris &
Hodges, 1995).
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APPENDIX B

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This review examines the existing research related to the study o f the changes
teachers made in their literacy practice as they implemented an intermediate intervention
model. First, a review' of the literature on professional development is presented. This is
followed by a review o f the literature on teacher change and beliefs. Finally, a review of
the literature on early intervention and remediation models is presented.

Professional Development
The National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future (1996) has stated
that all children have a birthright to education that is provided by teachers who are
competent and caring individuals and that all teachers have the right to high quality
professional development. Further, the Board of Directors for the National Standards for
Staff Development has suggested that professional development should use 10 percent o f
a school district's budget and that leaming and collaboration with other educators should
consume 25 percent o f an educator's contractual time. The belief was that building
professional development into the budget and providing adequate time created a positive
climate for each teacher to leam and develop appropriate skills and strategies
(Richardson, 1997).
Professional development, which may include staff from one school or from many
schools in one district, is considered one of the most promising ways to foster
104
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professional growth for teachers (Fullan. 1991; Sparks & Loucks-Horsley, 1990). It is
hoped that professional development will lead to changes in the ways teachers think and
behave in the classroom. This becomes particularly important when considering that the
most significant indicator of student leaming is the expertise of the classroom teacher
(Darling-Hammond, 1997; Joyce & Showers, 1988) and that the best use of dollars spent
in creating classrooms in which significant leaming occurs is through the use o f money
for professional development for teachers (Ferguson. 1991).
This notion that professional development will lead to changes in teachers'
content knowledge and thinking in the classroom is important. Ashton's (1984) study on
the efficacy of teachers and their ability to change has shown that the more confidence
teachers have in their ability to instruct students the more easily a change takes place.
This confidence was directly related to the teachers' own perception o f their content
knowledge. Given this relationship, it would seem important to foster teachers' content
knowledge throughout their professional careers. Through professional development,
teachers' content knowledge and, therefore, their sense of efficacy should increase. This
will hopefully lead to increased feelings of empowerment and autonomy in classroom
practice. Both autonomy and empowerment have been shown to positively affect a
teacher's ownership over the change process, making change much easier (Ayers. 1992;
Barksdale-Ladd & Thomas, 1996; Fagan, 1989; Placier & Hamilton, 1994).
Within this section professional development will be discussed in the following areas:
(a) components and planning of professional development, including a discussion o f adult
leaming theory, and (b) models o f professional development.
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Components and Planning of Professional Development
An important question seems to be what is good professional development?
Darling-Hammond (1997) stated that good professional development allows for the
growth o f problem solving, decision making, inquiry, and reflection. In this way. the
teacher ultimately takes control of the leaming, and every situation that is encountered in
day-to-day teaching allows these teachers more professional growth. In essence, they
become life-long leamers. which is a goal many teachers have for tlieir students. Further.
Joyce & Showers (1988) stated “it has been well established that curriculum
implementation is demanding of staff development-essentially, without strong staff
development programs that are appropriately designed a very low level of
implementation occurs" (p. 44).
Professional development can serve at least three different functions: a) an
establishing function to promote change through the introduction of new' programs,
technologies, and procedures; b) maintenance in order to change practice to ensure
compliance with preferred administrative routines and support modes o f operation; and.
c) an enhancement function to improve individual teacher's performance in the
classroom. Most professional development serves a maintenance function in schools
(Smylie, 1988).
Reys, Reys, Bames, Beem, & Papick (1997) in their study of math curriculum
reform identified the following factors as important in successful staff development
programs: (a) long-term effort, (b) technical assistance, (c) emotional and intellectual
support networks, (d) opportunities that stimulate and promote intellectual growth, (e)
collegial atmosphere in which teachers share views and experiences, (f) opportunities for
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reflection on one's own practice, (g) focus on teaching for understanding through
personal leaming experiences, (h) encouragement to make small changes and to leam
from them, (i) pedagogy o f professional development congment with pedagogy' desired in
classrooms, and (j) professional development grounded in classroom practice, focusing
on teacher behavior.
Gibbons. Kimmel. & O’Shea (1997) also found these indicators to be successful
in implementing new' science standards. Their study followed the Urban Elementary'
Outreach Program for five years in the implementation o f science standards. They found
that revision of professional development models to include these elements held positive
results. They asserted that schools must be reorganized to support the ty'pe o f leaming
that promotes teachers’ continual leaming and expertise (Kohler. Crilley. Shearer. &
Good, 1997).
The necessary' components of this type of professional development were first
delineated in the RITE (Research in Teacher Education) studies out o f University o f
Texas, Austin. The studies were multidimensional and multisite. They looked at
preservice teachers, inservice teachers, and teacher induction programs (Griffin. 1986).
At the conclusion of the studies, a number of suggestions were made that were felt
necessary for good professional development. These necessary components o f good
professional development have been summarized by several researchers and are
consistent with the two studies previously mentioned. They include the following
components; (a) programs that are schoolwide and context specific; (b) principals who
are supportive of the process and encouraging o f change; (c) programs that are long-term,
with adequate support and follow-up; (d) processes that encourage collegiality; (e)
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programs that incorporate current knowledge obtained through well-designed research;
and, (f) programs that provide adequate funds for materials, outside speakers, and
substitute teachers (Fullan, 1990; Griffin. 1986; Loucks-Horsley et al., 1987; LoucksHorsley & Stiegelbauer, 1991; McLaughlin, 1991; Ward, 1985). These studies infer that
it would violate the standards o f professional development not to include and consider all
these in the planning (Griffin, 1986; Loucks-Horsley & Stiegelbauer. 1991).
Finally, evaluation o f professional development also needs to be considered.
Evaluations should be designed that assess a variety of program outcomes including
participants’ reactions to the program, leaming, use of new knowledge and skills, and
impact on student achievement. The Standards for Staff Development o f the National
Staff Development Council (1994) has determined that though all four should be used in
evaluation, the last two types o f evaluation are generally excluded.
Adult Leaming Theorv
In considering the individual needs and development of the participants, it is
important for those planning professional development to have at least some knowledge
o f adult leaming theory. These include theories about age-related life-cycle issues and
career motivation, as well as developmental stages of thinking and problem solving.
Knowledge of these theories may aid in the planning and facilitating of professional
development and may help in understanding why different people react to different
circumstances in different ways. Considering these levels o f development will help to
attend to all individuals in their various stages. It is also important for the developer to
realize that some adults have not attained abstract thinking and are still considered
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concrete thinkers in their intellectual development. This can be crucial in implementing
an iimovation since abstract thinkers tend to be more amenable to change (Oja. 1991).
Fullers stages of concern (1969) is the most classic of these stage theories. It
described the stages that preservice teachers go through as they become inservice
teachers. The stages w'ere based on interview's of preservice and experienced teachers,
literature review's, and checklists. The Teacher Concerns Questionnaire was developed
and used to collect data to develop a description of the stages. Fuller's stages centered
around the concerns individuals had on their way to becoming a teacher and consisted of
preteaching concerns, concerns about survival, teaching situation concerns, and concerns
about pupils.
Hall and Loucks (1977) adapted Fuller’s work to teachers who implement an
innovation. They examined how the level of concern relates to the innovation as it is
implemented. The researchers found that, like preservice teachers. inser\'ice teachers
clustered in concerns when implementing innovations. Mevarech (1995) followed up on
the works of Hall & Loucks (1977) and determined a five-stage professional development
model. His identified stages o f development were; survival, exploration, bridging,
adaption, and conceptual change. The most salient finding in this stage theory' was that
there is a relationship between the stage of a teacher’s cognitive complexity' and the
teacher’s behavior. Generally, teachers who process at a higher cognitive level were
more competent, efficient, and effective.
Bey'ond considering the individual stages of participants, there are a number of
other aspects o f professional development that researchers have found will contribute to
greater involvement of teachers: (a) Has every' person participating in the development
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had the opportunity' to provide input on what they would like? (b) Have plans/methods
been put in place that can continuously discover/assess the concerns of the participants?
(c) Have both needs assessment and evaluation procedures been located? (d) Have plans
been made to provide on-going support? and (e) Has opportunity for collaboration,
reflection, and inquiry been provided? (Da\ds. 1980; Hord. Rutherford, Huling-Austin. &
Hall, 1987).
Models of Professional Development
The literature indicates that there are two general models of professional
development. These are the empirical-rational model, which by nature is a top-down
model, and the interactive model, which takes into consideration the needs and
development o f each participant.
The traditional model of professional development has been the expert model in
which an authority comes in to the school, tells the teachers what to do, and they do it
(Sprinthall, Reiman, & Thies-Sprinthall, 1996). In many of these cases, teachers are
taught at, that is, instructed in strategies that have been researched by scholars and
encapsulated by curriculum experts with dissemination of information done by staff
developers. These teachers are considered consumers of information and techniques who
lack in skills and stand in need o f training, rather than being considered thoughtful
practitioners who have the ability and motivation to reflect on their craft in ways that
allow' them to grow (Udall & Rugen, 1997). This type of professional development has
been labeled empirical-rational and always comes from someone outside the classroom
who determines what innovation should be implemented in the classroom.
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Heckman, Oakes. & Sirotnik. (1983) identified this cycle as the research,
development, and diffusion model. The cycle begins with school-based development of
an innovation that meets the needs of some people in the school. In the next step, policy
makers study the innovation and determine its effectiveness. Depending upon the results,
the innovation may then become a matter of policy and through an empirical-rational
form of professional development be generalized to others as a w ay to answer a particular
problem.
This traditional type of professional development was built on the process-product
model. In this model teacher training w'orkshops are seen as an end in themselves. The
planning and delivery of these workshops was assumed to be enough to produce change
in the classroom. These models were generally taught away from classrooms and
children and lacked the implementation to ensure that change would occur (.Anderson &
Mitchener, 1994). In this process-product model research was done to find what
positively correlated to student achievement, the teachers were told, and the expectation
was that the iimovation would be implemented. What is now' known about this expert
model was that up to 90 percent o f what was presented during professional development
sessions may have been lost unless there w'as follow-up. Further, this follow-up had to be
extensive and often teachers did not implement the innovation unless it fit into their
existing beliefs or was found by them to be successful (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992).
It appears the interactive model of professional development holds most true to
the elements determined through the RITE studies (Griffin, 1991: Sprinthall et al., 1996).
In this interactive model, the staff developer and participants worked together to discover
and implement those practices which seemed most conducive to student leaming. The
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interactive model assumed that teachers knew both their strengths and shortcomings,
valued their interactions with students, and had a body o f knowledge in which to build on
and share. This model also took into consideration that, in working through and building
good practices, there would be some tension and anxiety. Three interactive professional
development models will be discussed in this section: (a) Practical Argument Staff
Development, (b) Outward Bound, and (c) Coaching.
Practical Argument Staff Development
The Practical Argument Staff Development model was built upon the idea o f
practical argument which relies on practical reasoning (Fenstermacher. 1994). Through a
series o f discussions teachers created a premise about why they used a particular practice
in the classroom. The professional developer was seen as a collaborator in the critical
friend role, and the developer’s task was to guide the teacher to the premises, which
defined why a practice occurs. In this way, teachers’ beliefs can be brought to the
forefront. The teacher then decided if the practice was sound or needed to be changed.
Through the discussion of the premise, the teacher made evidentiary statements about the
beliefs and, in doing so, developed cognitively.
The process in the model consisted of the teachers being videotaped in the
classroom. The teacher and the developer then watched the tape together. The role o f the
developer was to ask pertinent questions, which allowed the teacher to form a premise for
why something was done. The teacher then decided if something needed to change or to
continue with the practice. It was the teacher that had control o f what was to be learned.
There were some things to consider in this type o f development. The staff
developer was not going in with a forged agenda; therefore, a large body o f knowledge in
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the particular area had to be held by this person. This way, if a question was asked, it
could be answered on the spot. However, it was also important to note that the developer
was not seen as the only expert in the room; other participants, in fact, presented
knowledge and that knowledge could be discussed and possibly accepted. This helped to
build the collaboration and participation of the development. Richardson and Hamilton
(1994) found this difficult to achieve at first because the participants wanted to have the
word o f the experts on what should be done, an echo o f the traditional professional
development model.
This type of interactive professional development also had a positive effect on
student achievement. Though the sample was small. Richardson & Anders (1994a,
1994b) did find that achievement was statistically significantly greater in those students
with teachers in this model of professional development than those students with teachers
in the control group. They also found that the teachers changed to more constructive
views o f leaming.
Two other models of professional development similar to Practical Argument
Staff Development include the use of case studies (Bullough & Knowles, 1991), and
models that view the teacher as reflective practitioner (Schon, 1983). Each model looks
at building the teacher cognitively and focuses on putting the teachers in control.
Outward Bound
Outward Bound is another professional development process in which teachers
are perceived as leamers and are taken through the process o f leaming something
themselves as a way to get at best practices (Udall & Rugen, 1997). The teachers attend
weeklong leaming expeditions that focus on one particular subject. Teachers are given
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opportunities to reflect on themselves as leamers, deepen their inquiry about their
practice, and think about ways to integrate what they are leaming in their own
classrooms. Through this experience, it is assumed that teachers are better able to grasp
the educational value of an experience and reap its rewards in their own classrooms.
These real-world contexts for leaming immerse teachers in complex real-life
dilemmas and are considered innovations from the inside. The researchers assert that for
real change in teacher behavior to occur, teachers not only have to see evidence o f change
in student outcomes but must also reflect on their own experiences and growth in
authentic leaming situations. In this way, teachers can generalize from their own
leaming experiences to those that are used with students in the classroom. Udall and
Rugen (1997), suggest that transfer is possible but requires "mediating the process of
abstracting lessons from one setting and making connections to others" (p. 407). This
mediation is accomplished through leaming summits in which the teachers connect what
they leam to their own prior knowledge. The ultimate goal is to create cognitive bridging
in which mindful abstraction of a skill or knowledge is linked from one context for
application to another. It is through this experience of personal growth and the linking o f
abstractions that teacher change actually occurs.
Coaching
Coaching is another model of professional development that has produced
positive results (Kohler, Crillery, Shearer, & Good, 1997; Showers, 1985). There are
several purposes to coaching. The first o f these is to build communities of teachers who
continuously engage in the study of their craft. It also develops the shared language and
set o f common imderstandings that are necessary for collegial study of new knowledge
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and skills. Coaching provides a solid structure to the follow-up of training. The coaching
teams are usually developed during the first phase of the professional development. The
rationale o f the new skills are studied, demonstrated, practiced, and learned in order to
provide feedback to one another as experimentation with the skills occurs. This leads to
mutual examination of the appropriate use of a new teaching strategy. It is hoped that
once coaching is established it will become firmly embedded in the organizational
context of the school.
Coaching contributes to the transfer o f training in five ways: (a) strategies are
practiced more frequently; (b) there are more appropriate uses of the new strategies; (c)
there is greater long-term retention o f knowledge about the skill; (d) teachers are more
likely to teach the new skills and strategies to their students; and (e) teachers exhibit
better understanding as to the purposes and uses o f the new strategies (Showers. 1985).
Kohler, Crillery, Shearer, & Good (1997) found these conditions to be true in their study
o f four teachers who planned and carried out an innovation either independently or with
peer coaching. Results indicated that teachers made more procedural changes during the
peer coaching phase than in the independent phase. The researchers asserted that it was
the collegial exchanges that served as the impetus for the change. Kohler et al. also
found that the students were taught and did use the strategies that teachers were
implementing when peer coaching was in effect.
An important point to consider is that teachers must receive regular feedback on
student learning outcomes. If this does not occur, practices will be abandoned.
Therefore, procedures must be built into the professional development process which
allow for regular feedback o f student outcomes. This may include affective evidence o f
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students' confidence or self-worth. Finally, continued support and follow-up are
necessar}' after initial training and throughout implementation. Time and experimentation
are necessary for teachers to implement innovations into their classrooms. Therefore, it
is necessary to give guidance and direction in order to make adaptations while
maintaining program fidelity. It is during this time coaching becomes highly effective.
Teachers need regular opportunities to meet and share perspectives in order to seek
solutions to common problems (Guskey, 1985).
Joyce, Hersh, and McKiffin (1983) provided a strong professional development
model to help translate research-based knowledge into teacher change. This model also
included the element o f coaching. The sequence of the development consisted of: (a) the
presentation of theory (to raise awareness and enhance the effectiveness of other training
components), (b) modeling and demonstration (which further raises awareness and has
some effect on learning), (c) practice under simulated conditions (to develop competence
in classroom techniques), (d) structured feedback, and (e) coaching for application,
practice, and feedback. The researchers found that effective professional development
models have generally not been used in reform efforts. Those which are vague, complex,
or lack a specific knowledge base cannot proceed past the first step, and feedback and
collaboration suffer because teachers do not share a common knowledge base. This
creates a condition is which there is not a clear conception of exactly what behaviors
should change.
In summary, in designing professional development models conducive to long
term implementation o f innovations, the research indicates that using an interactive type
model rather than a traditional model is most effective. Further, accommodations should
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be made to discover the stages of development o f each participant and include methods
for evaluating both the teachers and their students. These models need to be
supplemented by long-term follow-up which supports the participants both during and
after implementation. This thoughtful design will more readily ensure that the innovation
transfers into practice and is seen within the school context. The goal of professional
development is ultimately to change teaching practices. Thus, it is important to review
the research literature on change.

Change
This section includes an over\iew of change within social systems in general,
follow'^ed by a section on teacher change and studies on educational change/innovation.
The final section focuses on the role of teacher beliefs within the overall process of
change.
The idea of change is often threatening and produces strong emotional reactions
in many people. For this reason, softer words such as education, training orientation,
guidance, and therapy are often used in referring to the process of changing people
(Cartwright, 1951). This notion of change generally enters into an individual's value
system and is &aught with problems since a person's general characteristics are firmlygrounded in group membership. These characteristics include behavior, attitude, beliefs,
and values.
Membership groups in essence have well-defined cultures. Heckman, Oakes, &
Sirotnik (1983) defined cultures as organizational structures which exhibit behavior
patterns underlying beliefs and meanings. They delineated three aspects of the change
process: (a) organizational arrangements and activities make sense and are purposeful in
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the context; (b) contexts hold complex sets of interrelationships, individual behaviors,
and underlying beliefs and are not a collection of isolated or independent elements; and
(c) implicit as well as the explicit effects of events in the setting broaden the view of what
might be considered outcomes. It is important to consider that each group has its own
particular culture in which organizational arrangements, patterns o f behavior, and
assumptions have come into being in a unique way.
Given this, it is vitally important that the membership group be considered when
the notion o f change is to be an outcome since groups usually hold influence over
members. These groups can be perceived as agents o f change or targets o f change.
Perceiving the group as an agent of change allows for pressure to be made by the group.
In order to accomplish the change, all members must have a strong sense o f belonging to
the group, including those to be changed and those exerting the change. Therefore, it is
important that a strong we-feeline is created. If the group is very attractive to its
members, the influence will be much stronger, and the more cohesive the group is. the
more ready members are to influence one another, to be influenced by others, and to
assert strong pressures toward conformity. Also, the more relevant the change is to the
basis of the group, the greater the influence of the group on individual members. It is
important to consider that any attempt to change members to the point where they deviate
from the norms o f the group will cause resistance to the change since the cost of
deviation is often rejection or exclusion.
When considering the group as a target of change, it is actually the individual
member's behavior that is aimed at being changed, but the whole group structure serves
as a vehicle to accomplish this. Again, it is important to establish a shared perception
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about the need for the change. In this way. the source for pressure lies within the group,
and the facts must be accepted by the whole group. For this reason, it is important to
relate the need for change, discuss how the change is to take place, and delineate the
consequences o f the change.
During this process, communication is vitally important to reduce the tension and
must be considered since change will produce strain in all related parts of the group. This
is especially true in hierarchical organizations. Kelman (1961) asserted that in order for
an individual's opinion to change, one o f three processes o f social influence needed to
occur. First, an individual could comply and accept influence from another person or
group because he hopes to achieve a favorable reaction from the others. Second, he
could identify' in another's adoption of a behavior because he believes this behavior is
associated with an inclusive relationship to the group. Finally, he could internalize and
accept influence because the behavior is consistent with his value system.
Another assumption is that any change that a change agent attempts is defined by
growth (Benne, 1956). This growth has been defined as the increased ability to face and
solve problems. One major goal o f the change agent is the institutionalization of
appropriate methods for adaptation and adjustment of the individuals. This growth in
problem solving must consider the following premises. Problem solving should be
experiential, collaborative, task-oriented, educational or therapeutic, and should include
channels o f communication.
There are several barriers to growth in social systems. Confusion often exists
concerning the image o f the system and actual behaviors o f the system. This can create
strong feedback systems, which suppress the feelings of some or all parts of the system in
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the processes of decision making. The lack of adequate communication and time for
adjustment o f conflicts may create unbalanced roles in the process o f decision making
and functioning.
Teacher Change
Research on educational change indicates that schools are very' conservative
organizations in w'hich change is difficult to achieve and reforms are difficult to
institutionalize. The early innovation studies demonstrated the slow rate in which
schools adopted new practices and structures, even those that were not controversial and
informed the widespread community (Nunnery, 1998). Cuban (1990) categorized major
changes in American schools in the past century in terms of access, bureaucratization,
governance, curriculum, and teacher preparation. However, he contended that significant
change in fundamental educational practices (teaching, learning, and assessment) were
still uncommon (Sarason, 1990). The question as to which approaches were most likely
to lead to change in teacher behavior and enhanced outcomes for students has been
fraught with inconsistent advice about effective educational reform efforts. The reform
cycle has been dubbed a pendulum swing between fads which seemingly made little
generational progress (Slavin, 1989).
Fullan (1991) believed that change should be embedded in school reform. He saw
the opportunity to create schools of learning by creating conditions in which schools can
become experts in the change process. He discussed three phases necessary to create
change in schools - initiation, implementation, and institutionalization. During the
initiation phase an innovation is discussed and talked about so that all the participants
become familiar with it. The implementation phase consists of actually learning the
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innovation. It is during this phase that concerns and discomfort with the innovation are
brought out and worked through so that all can feel comfortable to continue with the
innovation. Finally, the institutionalization phase occurs with its most important feature
being the continuation of the innovation even after the facilitator/developer has left.
During this phase, the change process is clearly understood and the school can begin to
take on the continued learning forum that he saw' closely linked to school reform (Fullan.
1995).
Cuban (1988) asserted that change is an ongoing process, and therefore, teachers
are expected to be constantly changing. The changes that are made can be categorized as
first-order and second-order changes. First-order changes are minor changes such as the
physical arrangement of the classroom. Second-order changes are more complex and
consist of changes in thinking, teaching, and learning. These changes can be prompted or
supported by other teachers, administrators, workshops, journal articles, and various other
activities which may cause a teacher to reflect on something in a new way. These
changes are voluntary and occur throughout the career of the teacher. They may be
difficult for a number o f reasons including: (a) misalignment of current belief systems.
(b) nonsupportive administration or professional development, (c) constraints of time or
lack o f materials, and (d) the perception that the innovation is not affecting student
achievement (Fullan. 1990; Griffin, 1986; Loucks-Horsley et al., 1987; Loucks-Horsley
& Stiegelbauer, 1991; McLaughlin, 1991; Ward, 1985).
Smylie (1988) suggested three antecedents to individual teacher change. These
antecedents fall into three categories: psychological, classroom environment, and the
interactive contexts of schools. The psychological antecedents include elements of
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personal teaching efficacy. Research has suggested that, the greater teachers' confidence
in their abilities to manage a classroom and teach children, the more likely they are to
adopt and implement new classroom strategies. Smylie asserted th at in fact, teacher
change was a direct function o f teacher efficacy. Another psychological aspect is the
teachers' certainty' o f practice. This certainty' about what classroom strategies may be
most effective is directly related to personal teaching efficacy.
Teachers’ willingness to implement an innovation is also influenced by the
classroom environment which includes class size (because management may be an issue),
class academic heterogeneity (because it is hard to attend to the needs o f all the students),
and a high concentration o f low-achieving students (because there is a feeling of futility).
Lastly, the interactive contexts of schools also play a role in whether or not teachers
implement an innovation. These factors include the principal's emphasis of goals and the
super\'ision and facilitation of teachers' work. The teachers' interpersonal relationships
and openness of expression should also be considered since sites that have participative
decision making, encouragement of experimentation, and collegial interaction about
instruction are more apt to implement innovations.
There have been three major sources o f tension identified in teachers
implementing innovations. There generally exist a tension between an old paradigm or
belief system and the language, learning, and new ideas that may require a paradigm
shift. Tension is also usually created when a teacher attempts to implement new
instructional strategies and teacher-developed curriculum while maintaining the in-place
curriculum. Lastly, there is a tension between the teachers engaged in change and other
teachers in the school (Pace, 1992). Generally, teachers engaged in professional
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development activities will fall into one the following categories: (a) innovator, (b)
adopter, (c) susceptible (holds resentment of current practice and feelings o f dissonance),
(d) nonsusceptible (do not believe change is needed), and (e) resistor (sabotages change
efforts).
Pink (1989), in his review' o f four change projects, also found common barriers to
innovation effectiveness: (a) an inadequate theory of implementation, including too little
time for teachers to plan for and leam new' skills and practices: (b) district tendencies
tow'ard faddism and quick-fix solutions; (c) a lack o f sustained central office support and
follow-through; (d) underfunding the project or trying to do too much with too little
support; (e) attempting to mange the projects from the central office instead of
developing school leadership and capacity'; (f) lack o f technical assistance and other
forms o f intensive staff development; (g) lack of awareness of the limitations o f teacher
and school administrator knowledge about how' to implement the project; (h) the turnover
o f teachers in each school; (i) too many competing demands or overload; (j) failure to
address the incompatibility' between project requirements and existing organizational
policies and structures; (k) failure to understand and take into account site-specific
differences among schools; and, (1) failure to clarify- and negotiate the role o f
relationships and paitnerships involving the district and the local university'.
In implementing any change process, it is important to consider that change takes
place over time and that the initial stages o f any significant change alway's involves
anxiety and uncertainty. There must be ongoing technical assistance and psychological
support in order to cope with anxiety. Further, since change involves learning new- skills
through practice and feedback, it should be implemented in increments and developed
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slowly. The most fundamental growth occurs when people can cognitively understand
the underlying concept and rationale with respect to why the new way works better.
Successful change does involve pressure, but it is pressure through interaction with peers
and other technical and administrative leaders (Fullan, 1985).
Studies of Educational Change,innovations
Several large-scale studies of educational iruiovations have been conducted, one
o f which was the Eight-Year study (Aiken. 1942). The study was conducted in 1930 and
followed an effort to reform American high schools. Qualitative techniques were used to
describe changes, and quasi-experimental design was established to assess the impact on
students’ achievement in college. Essentially, no measurable benefits from this massive
effort were determined.
It was asserted that left to their own devices some schools instituted changes such
as introducing football from a spectator’s point of view and social dance. Other schools
did implement changes such as team teaching, vocational curricula, teacher-in-facilitator
roles, and mutual determination of the purpose of schoolwork. However, students
attending experimental and control group schools performed equally well in college, with
experimental students tending to be more involved in social organizations.
One important discovery was that students in the six most experimental schools
(those that achieved the most substantial reform) had higher academic performance in
college than control students. These findings were related to several factors: (a) frequent
open planning with key representative individuals; (b) widespread teacher ownership of
the reform; (c) an administration supportive of teacher risk-taking; and, (d) external
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consultants who did not come as authorities with ready made solutions but were willing
and ready to work with local teachers in the solution of their problems (Aiken. 1969).
The Follow Through Classroom Observation Evaluation (Stallings & Kaskowitz.
1974) also looked at the implementation o f innovative educational programs. This was
generally done to evaluate the Head Start programs that Congress established in 1967 to
provide continuing intervention for students in elementary grades. They followed the
implementation o f seven of the Follow Through projects in 36 school sites. The
questions being considered were whether or not models were implemented in accordance
with design specifications, tlie meaningful differences among individual models, and the
impact of the various approaches on participating children. They found that those models
that resulted in both substantial achievement gains and distinctive changes in teacher
behavior were all highly structured, early reading interventions.
The RAND Change Agent study (Berman & McLaughlin. 1974) looked at
implementation o f ESEA Title III, Bilingual Education, Right-to-Read, and Vocational
Education programs that promoted change by paying the cost o f innovative projects for a
trial period. Data included interviews with 1753 teachers, principals, and administrators
at 293 sites. Field observations took place at 29 of these sites. They found that Right-to
Read programs were more successful if adopted commercially-developed reading
programs were used. This occurred because inservice training was more specific and
practical, and follow-up personnel could give teachers consistent, immediate feedback.
They also found that local development was more often successful in schools that had
frequent, collaborative planning and facilitative leadership.
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The well-implemented reforms had a strong training component, practical
workshops, and locally available technical assistance. The researchers asserted that
effective follow-up support must address teachers' specific problems in implementing the
strategy in their classrooms and that outside consultants were vital to project success
(Berman & McLaughlin, 1974).
The DESSI study (Dissemination Efforts Supporting School Improvement)
(Crandall & Loucks, 1983) was undertaken to provide a comparison basis for examining
different strategies to effect change. These consisted of interpersonal linkage o f validated
practice, commercial distribution, state-administered dissemination, and local innovation
and development. The data included ethnographic observation, semistructured
interviews, questionnaires, site visits, and document analysis. There were 5000
participants distributed over 146 sites in 10 states. The researchers found that local
development efforts were less likely to yield substantial change in practice and student
outcomes than implementation of externally developed programs.

An assertion was

made that external models could be implemented with fidelity to important characteristics
and created positive effects on student achievement.
It was also found that schools that were successful allowed for some teacher-toteacher variation. In these cases, teachers were found to be implementing the changes at
acceptable levels o f mastery. However, it was also found that administrative latitude
resulted in adaptations at school sites that made the innovation less demanding and more
like traditional practice. The teachers generally viewed all impetus for change as
external, whether emanating from another teacher, the principal, district headquarters, or
state/national agencies. A final finding was if effective incentives were in place even the
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most recalcitrant teachers worked their w ay progressively to mastery of the core
components and became advocates of the innovation.
The Urban and Suburban/Rural Special Strategies for Educating Disadvantaged
Children (Stringfield et al.. 1997) examined promising services funded under Chapter I.
These were locally developed and disseminated programs. Twenty-five sites nominated
for exemplary implementation o f the various strategies were selected for the study. Data
collection included student cognitive measures, interviews with administrators, teachers,
parents, and students, classroom observations, and whole-day shadowing of three
students who had varying levels of reading comprehension. It was found that external
programs yielded more change in teacher practice and student outcomes than those
developed locally.
Huberman (1981) conducted a case study o f one district's use o f a structured
reading program. He found wide implementation of the program throughout the district.
He asserted two explanatory factors: (a) the quality and amount o f technical support, and
(b) sustained central office and building level support. The professional development
consisted o f easing teachers into the program rather than implementation all at once.
There were also frequent inservice meetings in which teachers shared their experiences
and gave encouragement.
Stallings, Needels, and Stayrook (1979) examined a professional development
mastery learning model in her four-phase program focusing on training secondary school
teachers to improve reading skills of students. The four components consisted of: (a)
pretest (observe and start where the teachers are), (b) inform (link theory, practice, and
teacher experience), (c) organize and guide practice, and (d) posttest (observe and
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provide feedback). Tlie overall finding was that teachers changed behavior more in
schools in which the principal was supportive and where school policy was clear,
enforced, and arrived at collaboratively. This was consistent with Huberman's (1981)
findings.
Finally, Spark's (1988) study of junior high teachers receiving training on
effective teaching practice revealed that implementation occurred when the innovation
was accepted philosophically and the teachers had high self efficacy. Pre-to post-training
analysis, questionnaires, and interviews were used to assess the behavior changes.
Generally, it was found that w'hen the teachers saw a new practice as important they
tended to implement it.
There are several general findings from the studies reviewed. First, though local
development could be successful, it was riskier and costlier than implementation of
externally designed models. Usually externally created designs were more successful.
Second, meaningful change seemed to be achieved only rarely when the development
was placed on the schools and excluded external consultants. It was foimd that externally
developed programs may have higher success rates because they tended to be more
clearly defined. They could be implemented with fidelity and produced positive effects;
however, they could also be influenced by a variety of local factors including politics,
careerism, and turnover of critical staff. It appeared that reform strategies focusing
exclusively on changing organizational cultures and structures as a prerequisite for
reform have not proven successful, although there were certain organizational attributes
predictive of successful local development.
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Teacher ownership o f a reform w'as generally based on whetlier the program
worked and not where it was developed. In order for a reform really to be implemented,
teachers must have had access to user-oriented assistance, consisting o f ongoing support
through training in specific methods. This could be accomplished through practical how
to workshops and concrete modeling of new' instructional strategies.
In summary, change is a slow', difficult, and gradual process for teachers, and
there is an opposition to innovations that require radical alterations in present
instructional procedures. The magnitude o f the required change is always a variable in
the change effect. Teachers must be shown how the new practices can be implemented
without too much shift or extra work. The changes must be presented in small
incremental steps and described clearly and explicitly with an emphasis on efficiency and
practicality. Therefore, it is generally best to start with modest changes.
Beliefs
Because professional development is asking teachers to look at new innovations
or ways of doing things, it is important to consider the roles o f beliefs. Richardson
(1996) considered beliefs to be mental constructs which drive actions. These constructs
do not have to be truths but are considered true by the holder o f the belief. These beliefs
are important to professional development because an outsider may be asking participants
to change these beliefs.
This change in beliefs may be extremely difficult for many participants
particularly if the innovation does not fit into the existing belief structure. The belief
system serves as a filter for the new ideas and innovations. The innovation is more
readily accepted if there is an anchor or current belief that matches that o f the iimovation;
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however, if the current innovation does not closely match the belief it will be filtered out
and not accepted (Kagan, 1992).
Teacher beliefs are well established by the time students enter college because o f
the number o f years already spent in school. However, it is important to note that many
may not even be aware o f the beliefs they hold. Beliefs are often unconscious and tacit,
based upon personal experience and cultural transmission (Pajares. 1992). It is important
to consider the role of beliefs in the design of professional development programs. If the
development is carefully constmcted, teachers have the opportunity to consider why they
believe what they do and discover if the beliefs fit into sound practice. Richardson
(1996) cautioned that this must be done very carefully or it may become another case of
an expert telling the teacher what to believe. However, if the beliefs are examined in a
systematic way and in a supportive environment, teachers can begin to become more
reflective and thoughtful about their own practice (Isenberg, 1990).
When discussing the role of teacher beliefs particularly as it pertains to
professional development, there is usually an assumption that some sort of change will
occur. Change in practice, depending upon the researcher stance, has been seen to come
either before or after change in beliefs. Consistent with the traditional model of
professional development, the traditional role o f teacher change has been one that fits
under a top-down model in which the teacher is the receiver of research and practice and
through a rational decision will decide to change to fit the new innovation. In this type o f
model the teacher is generally told what to do and how to do it. If the change or
acceptance o f the innovation does not occur, the teacher is seen as stubborn or difficult
(Duff)' & Roehler, 1986; Fullan, 1985; Richardson, 1990). This change is generally
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mandated or strongly encouraged by an outsider such as an administrator, policy maker,
researcher, or staff developer. In spite of the fact that this t\'pe o f change model has been
shown to be ineffective for sustaining long-term change 85% of the time, it is still often
implemented (Fullan & Hargreaves. 1992). In this traditional model, change in beliefs is
considered to come before a change in classroom practice.
Guskey (1985, 1986), however, did not find this ordering o f change to be true.
He maintained that change is made through teachers seeing the practice really work with
students. Therefore, if teachers try an innovation and see it positively affect student
learning, a shift in beliefs will occur and the new innovation will continue to be used.
However, if student learning seems to be unaffected, the teachers will abandon the
innovation and there will be no shift in beliefs. In this case, the change in beliefs is
thought to occur contingent on student achievement and after a change in practice.
Finally, Richardson and Anders (1994) believed that change in beliefs may occur
either before or after change in practice and that it is dependent upon the teacher and the
situation. What seems to be agreed upon in the literature is: (a) change is a process and
not an event; (b) change takes a long amount of time and cannot happen through one-shot
professional development; and (c) it is important to consider the individual needs,
development, and beliefs o f each participant (Loucks-Horsley & Stiegelbauer, 1991).
In summary, the change process is a difficult and slow process for most teachers.
Conditions must exist that allow teachers to relate the suggested innovation to their
current practice. Also to make the process o f change less stressful, teachers should be
placed in situations which allow them to explore their current belief systems and then
bridge to the new innovation. This bridging should be accomplished in slow incremental
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steps with appropriated support provided throughout. These provisions will enable the
teachers to be more accepting o f the innovation.

Now that both professional

development models and the importance of the change process have been discussed, 1
will review the existing literature on intervention and remediation models.

Interv'ention/Remediation Models
Currently throughout the United States school districts are being besieged by
media, legislatures, and parents to improve the reading achievement of the students they
serve. The perception is that more students today are not achieving the same literacy
rates as students of the past. However, this is a somewhat erroneous assumption since
today more students are achieving higher literacy rates than ever before. The real
problem lies in educating more students to these higher literacy rates (Berliner & Biddle.
1995).
In determining why so many children are not currently achieving these high
literacy rates in schools, it is important to consider the population of students that schools
are serving. Currently in the United States, over 38 million people are living below the
poverty' line. This creates a condition in which nearly 15% of school-age students are
coming out of homes considered to be impoverished (Graves, 1996). These students are
often pocketed into small sections within a community and, therefore, attend the same
schools. In addition, it is also estimated that by the year 2000 nearly 35% o f students
entering school will come firom minority populations. For many, English will not be the
primary language. Many of these minority students are the same students that come from
impoverished homes (Graves, 1996). It is important to consider these students because
quite often it is these same students who do not achieve in school. Their backgroimds are
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such that they may not enter school with the same experiences as those students in the
mainstream culture or in higher socioeconomic level (Hiebert. 1996). In this review o f
the literature on intervention and remediation programs three areas will be discussed: (a)
early intervention programs, (b) remedial reading programs, and (c) intermediate level
programs for struggling readers.
Earlv Intervention Programs
Many school districts are turning to early interv'ention programs as one way of
helping children achieve grade-determined reading levels. Research which has looked at
struggling readers placed in early intervention models has shown the models to be quite
successful with many students who might otherwise continue to fall behind (Clay. 1985.
1991, 1993; Hiebert & Taylor, 1994; Wasik & Slavin, 1993). Two o f the models, which
have been used widely in the United States, are Reading Recovery' and Success for All.
Reading Recovery (Clay, 1985, 1991, 1993) was originally developed for use in
New Zealand and is considered a preventative tutoring program. The population o f
children included in the Reading Recovery program are first graders falling in the bottom
20% of their class as determined by a program-developed diagnostic survey. These
children are pulled for one-on-one tutoring with a Reading Recovery-certified teacher for
30-minute lessons. This is discontinued when the participants either reach the level of
the middle reading group in the classroom or have received 60 Reading Recovery
lessons.
The format used by Reading Recovery has been modeled by many district level
early intervention models and includes rereading o f familiar text, analy'zing reading using
a running record, writing messages or stories and reading them, and reading a new' book.
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Overall findings are that children in Reading Recovery programs make substantial gains
during the time they are in the tutoring program and the effects are maintained for at least
two years (Wasik & Slavin, 1993).
Another early intervention program with a philosophy similar to that o f Reading
Recovery is Early Steps (Santa & Hoien, 1999). The components o f Early Steps consist
o f reading and rereading connected text, daily writing, zmd the acquisition and application
o f phonological skills through word study. In a recent experimental study, students that
were given the Early Steps treatment made statistically significant gains over those in the
control group. This was particularly important because those students with the lowest
pretest levels benefited most from the inter\'ention (Santa & Hoien, 1999). Reading
Recovery does not appear to be as effective for students w'ho have the most severe
reading problems.
Another widely used model. Success For All (Slavin, Madden. Karweit,
Livermon, & Dolan, 1992), is a school-wide restructuring program which was originally
intended to be utilized in schools w'hich had large numbers o f disadvantaged students.
The intent was to ensure that all students master basic skills, particularly reading, the first
time they were taught. Children who were having difficulty in learning how' to read
received extra instruction with a certified tutor. This tutoring model w'as integrated with
the regular reading program, and the tutor's responsibility was to monitor the students'
progress and make sure that basic skills and concepts were being mastered.
In the Success For All model, all students received a 90-minute block of
instruction for reading. During this block the students were grouped by ability'. The
students that were not achieving during these literacy blocks received the tutoring
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component for 20 minutes per day. usually during science or social studies instruction. .A
typical tutoring session consisted of the following components: rereading of a familiar
text. 1-minute drill of letter soimds, reading aloud shared stories, and short writing
activities. The overall findings were that students in the Success For All program scored
higher than their matched counterparts in control schools and were retained and referred
to special education programs far less (Slavin et al., 1992).
The positive results o f early intervention models has created a dilemma in which
there has been a shift away from supporting struggling readers after second grade. This
lack o f support has left the students that make only marginal gains in early intervention or
those who struggle later with reading without the additional intervention support that they
may need. It is important to consider the consequences o f not attending to the needs of
these older struggling readers. Traditionally, the placement o f these students was in
either a remedial or special education program (Allington 1983; Allington & McGillFranzen. 1989; Carter. 1984).
Remedial Reading Programs
The current body of research on remedial reading programs is not positive. The
models used are generally pull-out programs in which children must leave their regular
classroom to receive services from a reading specialist (Gelzheiser, Meyer, & Pruzek,
1992). This creates a situation in which the children may feel they cannot be taught by
their regular teacher, and the teachers may feel they are incapable o f teaching the children
(Walmsley & Allington, 1995). It also releases regular classroom teachers from the
responsibility of providing reading instruction for these children even though they are
generally out of the room only 10% of the time (Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989).
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The instruction received by children in remedial reading programs is generally
dominated by mastery' of basic skills. It has been felt that tliis lack of basic skill mastery
is the underlying problem in the children's inability to achieve in the area o f reading.
The philosophy o f slow it down and make it more concrete is often embraced in these
programs (Allington. 1991). The consequence of this philosophy is that children
continue to fall farther behind their peers. Also, because of the emphasis in skill work,
these children are provided fewer opportunities to engage in reading connected text
(Allington, 1983) and are provided far fewer opportunities to read for sustained amounts
o f time (Allington, 1977; 1980). This lack of sustained reading time creates a situation in
w hich better readers get to read more and become better, and the poorer readers read less
and continue to decline in their reading achievement (Anderson, Wilson. & Fielding,
1988; Stanovich, 1986). Again, this unequal reading time only adds to the disparity
among the struggling readers and their peers. The overall findings of remedial reading
programs is that they make a minimal difference and that it is generally not long lasting
(Carter, 1984; Fagan & Heid, 1991; Slavin, 1987).
Intermediate Level Programs for Struggling Readers
The lessons learned from early intervention programs need to be considered when
dealing with older struggling readers. The basic premise in early intervention is to
determine exactly where the children are developing as readers, find both strengths and
needs, and move them along as quickly as possible. This is accomplished through daily,
intense, fast-paced lessons. The children are given skill and strategy instruction as
needed and read connected text in order to practice (Clay, 1983; 1991; 1993). This is
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opposite of the basic

p h ilo s o p h y

of remedial reading programs and results have been

positive.
Several programs for intermediate readers following the early interv'ention model
philosophy have been developed. Project SUCCESS (Cooper, 1997) used many o f the
same components as early intervention models but also stressed comprehension
instruction. The components were as follows: rereading o f familiar text, reviewing using
graphic organizers, previewing the text, reading followed by reciprocal teaching, and
responding. This intervention model was created to be used by the classroom teacher
with small groups consisting of 4-5 students. The small group lesson occurred for 40
minutes and was implemented by the regular classroom teacher who was released from
instructing the rest o f the class by another teacher or aide. Preliminary results of Project
SUCCESS have shown students making 2.5 grade level comprehension gains as
determined by an IRI and retellings (Cooper, 1997).
Another smdy w'hich cited positive results o f intervention was Shanklin's ( 1990)
ethnographic study o f four Chapter I teachers who engaged fourth through sixth graders
in practices o f brief skill/strategy instruction followed by sustained amounts of reading.
The typical skills-based instruction and worksheet practice were particularly absent in
these teachers' practices. The gains made by the students were considerable (up to 2.2
years during the year-long study). Hiebert (1996) also saw positive gains in her study of
two third-grade teachers who used an intervention model. Again, the skill and strategy
instruction was brief and contextualized, and she also found the students made two-year
grade-level gains in reading achievement. Though the literature is sparse on intermediate
intervention models, the positive results documented in the early intervention literature
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are promising. Because of this, elementary intermediate level teachers are currently
searching for models that can assist them in the instruction of struggling readers present
within their classrooms (Taylor, 1996).
In reviewing the literature in the areas of professional development, teacher
change, and intervention models, I did not find any studies which focused on the changes
intermediate teachers made in their literacy practice as they implemented an inten-'ention
model, as was done in this study. The following two questions guided the study:
1) How do intermediate teachers change their literacy practice with regard to
struggling readers as they implement an intervention model within their classrooms?
2) ^^Tiat changes occur in teachers' planning for and instruction o f other students
in the classroom as a result o f the implementation of this model?
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APPENDIX C

PROJECT STARS APPLICATION
Project STARS Application
NAME

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

SCHOOL

CURRENT POSITION

HOME ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE:

ZIP
CLASSROOM
LEARNING STRATEGIST
TITLE I
RIP
SPECIAL EDUCATION
OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY).

DEGREES EARNED:
LICENSES OR ENDORSEMENTS HELD:

PLEASE RESPOND TO TFIE FOLLOWING:
1.

Why would you like to participate in the Project STARS training?

2.

Describe your intermediate reading program and materials that are used/available

within your school.
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3.

Describe your involvement, if any. in reading staff development or teacher

training programs.
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APPENDIX D

LITERACY STRUCTURES ACTIVITY

Describe the structure you use for classroom reading instruction.

How do you accommodate struggling readers within this defined structure?
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APPENDIX E

PROJECT STARS SYLLABUS

Project STARS
(Strategies to Accelerate Reading Success)
Syllabus
Spring, 1999
Instructor:
Meetings:

January 12
January 26
February 2. 9, 23
March 2, 9, 16, 23
March 13
April 6, 13,20,27
May 11

(4:15 - 8:15 p.m.)
(4:15 - 6:45 p.m.)
(4:15 - 6:45 p.m.)
(4:15 - 6:45 p.m.)
(8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.)
(4:15 - 6:45 p.m.)
(4:15 - 6:45 p.m.)

Location:
Description: This course is designed to provide participants with a theoretical
understanding o f literacy intervention. Participants will investigate methods and
materials for teaching reading and writing to struggling readers in the intermediate
grades. An emphasis will be placed on systematic observation and assessment, effective
literacy strategies, and the development of decision-making processes in relation to an
instructional framework that supports literacy acquisition and development.
Outcomes: This course is intended to provide opportunities for participants to:
Investigate theories about reading and literacy acquisition.
Use formal and informal methods to observe and record reading and writing behaviors.
Explore using systematic observation to guide instructional planning.
Practice instructional techniques that support struggling readers.
Discover how writing contributes to the reading process.
Investigate instructional procedures that promote the use of reading and writing
strategies.
Develop classroom structures which support all readers.
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Required Text:
Bear. D.R.. Invemizzi. M.. Templeton. S., Johnston. F. Cl996). Words
Their Wav: Word studv for phonics, vocabulary, and spelling instruction. Upper
Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall.
Flynt, E.S., & Cooter, R.B. (1998). Reading inventor^' for the classroom.
Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall.
Project STARS Manual.
Requirements:
.Attending all scheduled sessions
Administration and analysis of the Qualitative Spelling Inventoiy. The Reading Inventory for
the Classroom, and the Motivations to Read Profile
Accurate implementation of lesson framework
Completion of reflection journal
Completion o f all assigned homework
Tentative Schedule
Date
Topics
Jan 12
Introduction
Components
IRI

Assignments
Read Flynt/Cooter 1-12
Gather names of participants 3-5
Set up testing packet
Administer IRI (bring all info to the next
class)
Read Assessing Motivation to Read
Read chanter 3 Words Their Wav
Bring tabs for Project STARS Manual

Jan 26

IRI summary sheet
Motivation to Read
Profile
Qualitative Spelling
Inventory
Small group profile

Administer MRP
Administer QSI
Complete small group profile
Read A Case Study o f Middle School
Reading Disability
Read Making Difficult Books Accessible
and Easy Books Acceptable
Bring in 3-5 books

Feb 2

Text to reader match
Level texts

Pull small groups
Read What Is Guided Reading
Read DRTA Strategy

Feb 9

Reading process
Cueing systems
Guided reading

Pull small group/guided reading
Complete lesson plan
Read Introducing Response Logs to Poor

..

..
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DRTA

Readers

Feb 23

Response to a piece of
literature
Categories of response
Rereading

Pull groups (add rereading and response
logs)
Complete lesson plan
Bring in student responses
Read chapters 1 & 2 Words Their Wav

Mar 2

Levels of comprehension
Revisit QSI

Pull group
Read Sometimes the Conversations were
Grand and Sometimes...
Read The Method o f Repeated Readings
Read ReQuest (strategy section)
Complete lesson plan

Mar 9

Grand conversations
Questioning patterns
ReQuest
Automaticit)'
Repeated readings

Chapter 4, 92-111, 140-165. 245-254. 298308 Words Their Wav
Bring materials for Saturday including 28
tabs for Words Their Wav
Bring samples of students writing on
Saturday
Read Running Records

Mar 13

Orthographic levels
Sequence of instruction
Long-range plan
Weekly plan
Tab books
Make it/take it

Add word study into small groups
Lesson plan with word study

Mar 16

Running records
Retellings

Add running record to small group
Bring in running record on overhead
include retelling,; make sure and bring a
copy o f the text

Mar 23

Analyze running records
Retrospective miscue
analysis
Individualized
conferences

Running record completed and analyzed to
turn in
Complete lesson plan to turn in and get
feedback
Read Using Think Alouds to Enhance
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Childrens Comprehension Monitoring
Abilities
Read Think Aloud and Think Along
(strategy section)

Apr 6

Think Alouds discussion
and modeling
Questioning and guiding
discussions
Scaffolding

Tape record yourself during guided
reading portion of Project STARS
Do a self analysis of questioning and
discussion techniques
Read Experience-Text-Relationship
(strategies section)
Read Modeling Mental Process Helps
Poor Readers Become Strategic Readers

Apr 13

Prior knowledge
ETR
Metacognition

Read remainder of strategy section

Apr 20

Strategies to
accommodate
comprehension
Expository text
Graphic organizers
Reassessment

Begin reassessment

Apr 27

Revisit stmctures
Workshop

Continue reassessment

May 10

Balanced literacy
Discontinuing children
Reassessment results
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